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modify H etn&e t-rad tion gos ao g
with rnnovation The latin term tra-
ditio derives frorm tradere (to hand
down. something ,to posterity),
which, through its Italian deri'va-
tion tradire, conveys also the idea of
betrayal. There is, always some
betrayal of the past in a reference to
tradition. What is to be avoided in
the process is the memory of a ste-
reotyped past. Creativity admits of
errors and misunderstandings.
Does it mean that the Iranian archi-
tecture should assume the image of
an acknowledged and identifiable
past mirrored in the present? Or
should it. disdainfully reject the
present as "the world of rabble" in
the words of Sadeq Hedayat? "On the
interior wall of my room a mirror
is hung, i-n which I scan my face; and
in my circumscribed existence, that
mirror is some what more important
than the world of rabble that has
nothing to do with me."
Is it then possible to discover in the
mirror an image that is not only the
one handed down through memory but
aremembrance that can also reflect
the future? Are the Iranian archi-
tects able to build such a fascinating
and audacious image? The conception of this issue started together

with our beloved friend Paolo Cuneo, whose
'sudden death in 1995 has caused a great loss

Mahvash Alemi to the community of scholars in Islamic and
Ludovico Micara Armenian Architecture.

The preparation of this issue has met a lot of
difficulties in collecting the works of the
Iranian architects, many of which are the-
refore missing. We apologize to our contri-
butors for the delay and for the consequent
impossibility of presenting the latest cul-
tural production.

We wish to thank Taraneh Yalda for her
precious -contribution to the conception and
the collection of the material for this issue.
The Board of Iranian Architects has had a
valuable active role in suggesting the prin-
cipal issues and authors present in the
architectural debate and panorama.
Faramarz Azadi has kindly allowed us to
publish part of the material of his research
on contemporary residential architecture
in Iran for which we are grateful.
The transliteration of the Persian words is
simplified, following the phonetics rather
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Boating in Tehran

On a boat we were
in the water station'
at the source of the streams
through the garden-alleys of Tajrish

along the slope of the brook
we went
descending
with the cascade

the veins of Tehran
were flowing
it was spring time and the season for water-riding
from the eye of Bagh-e Ferdaws
in the shadows of plane trees
to the heart of Mellat park
we rowed;
we passed below Vanak
to Yusef Ab d river
and over the S5Ci woods
to the waterchannel of Boulevard...

above the towers, the moon
in the flowing azur,
was washing the bride's linen

Tehran was composing
the song of its streams
the water orchestra was playing in our brain.

At the "Drama Port"
beyond the City Theatre,
water lost its fell.
We rowed
gently
to the Amiriyye basin
to Negarestan Museum.

At Gomrok Station
the lights dimmed
the beliefs of the season collapsed,
turquoise mingled with dust.

It was fall and water
city and gold and dream
and a voice
that we knew
would at any moment say:
"there is no return
at the end of this line!"

The boat had reached the railway
to the antique wagon in the square
among the vegetable islands
and rambling rocks
when it turned
came alongside
and stopped.....
where the spirit of the statue 2
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beneath the water&
was breathing.

The water stations
porary Persian Poet,
poem are significan
Avenue (today Enqel5
and waterchannels, t
south constituting t
roughfare of the city
network of expressw
2 The statuec
station built
pieces in the

of Reza S
was bro
square ir

iannel

Mohammad Ali Sepanlu

s to which the contem-
Sepanlou alludes in his

it places along Pahlavi
ib), lined with plane trees
hat runs from north to
the most relevant tho-
y, apart from the recent
ays.
Shah, who had the railway
)ught down and torn to
n 1978.
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Tehran, Portrait of a Changing City

The structural and functional aspects of city
life interact. The nature of urban design
influences the activities of its inhabitants, and,
conversely, the engagement of the citizens in
particular types of cultural activity affects a
city's structural features. This interactive fra-
mework clearly illustrates how changes in the
structural layout of a city can be altered over
time as the preferences of its inhabitants for
particular cultural activities change and the
fashion for various pastimes wax and wane.
In what follows I will try to illustrate change
and growth in Tehran from the mid-nineteenth
century to the present solely by focusing on
the prominent leisure activities, the typical
outings and pastimes of its inhabitants. A
series of maps of Tehran show the limits of
the city in the different historical periods.

1850 - 1885. Population: 150,000

Tehran in this period is represented in the
map based on the plan compiled by the

Austrian Major Auguste Kriziz1 and Ectezad -
ol Saltane, (1 854),overlaid on the map of sur-
roundings of Tehran by A.F. Stahl'.

Picnic in Bagh-e L5Iezir (Park)

"The situation of the town, in full view of the
snowcapped mountains of Elburz, is unque-
stionably fine; and the air is clear and exhila-
rating. In a word, it is a pleasant place to stay
in, rather than an interesting place to see.13
This is how Edward G. Browne described
Tehran in 1887. A time when walksdthrough
gardens and picnics were the most popular
ways people had of passing their leisure time.
The eastern and western Dulab-s, the
Mostawfi garden in Vanak village, Behjatabad
garden, the Bagh-e Melli at Mashq square
and the Lalezar garden with its small zoo
were the most frequently visited.' The Zell-ol
Soltan and the Amin od-Dawle parks, the
Nazem ol-Molk based on the plan compiled
by the Austrian Major Auguste Kriziz and
Conte de Mont Frette, otherwise known as

VIEW OF TEHRAN WITH THE ALBORZ MOUNTAIN
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TEHRAN IN 1854, AFTER THE PLAN BY KRIZIZ OVERLAID ON THE MAP OF THE ENVIRONS OF THE CITY BY STAHL
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Naseri park, as well as the gardens at Ark
square were some of the other places people
could go to escape the dust and heat of a
Tehran summer.
In 1810, King Fath'Ali Shah and his son
Mohammad Mirza frequently rode in the Lalezar
garden, where a palace was constructed to
house the king's guests. General Gardane,5 who
was the Ambassador of Napoleon III and some
other English and Austrian guests lived there
during their stay in Tehran.'
In 1880, two parallel streets, each 10 meters
wide were built through the Lalezar garden
from Tupkhane square towards the Dawlat
gate to the North of the city. The western
street was called Khiyaban-e Lalezar and the
eastern one Khiyaban-e Bagh-e Vahsh. The
garden between these streets was open to
public. A small zoo was built there (it was later
moved to Dushan Tappe). This street and Ala
od-Dawle became the place for the dish
mashdi 7 and their followers to ride around on
their decorated donkeys and ponies.'
Edward Granville Browne mentions the
Lalezar garden as located across the

northeastern corner of the Tupkhane square,
" whence we enter another avenue similar to
and parallel with Khiyaban-i Ala'ud Dawla...
This avenue is bounded on the right by a fine
garden, the Bagh-i Lalezar (Garden of the
Tulip-bed), which belonged, I believe to the
talented Riza-Kuli Khan,9 generally known as
the Lala-bashi, or chief tutor of the Shah".10

The Abbas -Ali Tree (Burial Place)

Inside one of the courtyards of H.H. Valizade,
daughter of Khosraw Khan Vali and wife of
Naser od-Din Shah, was an old plane tree
called Abbas-Ali. It was presumed to have
derived its name from the fact that it was
planted at the period of Shah Abbas, the
Safavid king. Mocayer ol-Mamalek tells a
story associated with this tree."
"One of the servants in the private palace
(andaruni) had committed some wrong. Afraid
of punishment, she escaped to ShahcAbd ol-
cAzim shrine" the same night.

THE BAB-E HOMAYUN AVENUE LEADING TO THE ALMASIYYE GATE DEPICTED BY MAHMUD KHAN SABA, 1871
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DETAIL OF THE PLAN OF TEHRAN BY ABD OL-GHAFFAR NAJM OL-MALEK, 1891
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The Shah, when informed of her defection,
grew sad and told his wife to pardon the ser-

vant. Then in order to keep the servants from

escaping all the way to the holy shrine, he
told one of the old ladies in the women's quar-
ter (haram) to pass on the word that he had

dreamed there was an emamzade13 buried at

the foot of the old plane tree called Abbas -Ali.

Everybody in the andaruni became happy.
The king was asked to install railings around

the tree. Then candlesticks were added and

holy verses were hung on the tree, which

became a holy burial place inside the palace,
where servants could seek protection from
the holy emamz de or pray for their wishes to
come true."14

The burial grounds of the emamzade, usually
on the outskirts of the city, were ideal places
for a picnic or a pious visit. The Emamzade
Hasan, Emamzade Abdollah and Emamzade
Macsum to the west, outside the walls of
Tehran, the Emamzade Saleh in Tajrish and
Emamzade Qasem with the famous Zahir od-
Dawle cemetery and Emamz~de cAziz in Evin
to the north of the city were visited with the
dual aim of combining a picnic with a visit to
the shrine. There were also some shrines
like EmamzAde Zeyd, Emamzade Yahya,
Emamzade Esmacil and Em~mzade Nasr od-
Din inside the city". But the most important of
the religious sites to visit close to Tehran was
the Shah cAbd ol-CAzim shrine. The first
railway" to be built in Iran, called "smoking
machine", connecting Tehran to Rayy, drasti-
cally increased the number of visitors attrac-
ted to this shrine.

1885 - 1900. Population: 250,000

Tehran in this period is represented in the
map based on the plan compiled by CAbd ol-
Ghafffr Najm ol-Malek, the head teacher of
mathematics at Dar ol-Fonun school and
Mohammad Hoseyn Khan, with the help of
other teachers and students of the school
(1884-1889).This plan is also overlaid on the
above mentioned map of surroundings of
Tehran drawn by A.F. Stahl.
The city walls were designed by the French
engineer Bohler, whose model was probably
the walls of Paris.
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TEHRAN IN 1891, AFTER THE PLAN DRAWN BY OF ABD OL-GHAFFAR NAJM OL-MALEK OVERLAID ON THE MAP OF
ENVIRONS OF THE CITY BY STAHL
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Tekiye Dawlat (Theatre)

"Her Highness the King's mother was leading
the procession followed by the king's wives
and their guests, almost 2,000 strong. They
had been invited for lunch at court and for the
evening tacziye at the Tekiye Dawlat. This
was a great honour she had granted me"7 to
walk into the tekiye for the religious play by
her side. We, the women from the andaruni of
the court and their guests, walked from
Narenjestan gate to the royal gate of the
tekiye, through beautifully decorated red cur-
tains put up for the occasion, so that nobody
could see us crossing the main courtyard of
the palace. We went directly upstairs to the
first floor of the tekiye and entered one of the
loggias with silk carpets on the floor and
matrasses with big cushions and pillows to
lean upon.
The first and second floors were entirely allo-
cated to women, the third" to the servants.
They were busy bringing all sorts of food,
including smoked rice and lentils, tea and
fruit, since once everyone was seated, the
doors leading to the women's section would
be locked by Aqa Nur Mohammad Khan, the
keeper of the haram's key, to keep away
strangers from the royal women.
Every body looked excited and happy,
despite the fact that the event in question,
that is the tacziye commemorated the martyr-
dom of Emam Hoseyn. It was the grandest
event of the year, far more interesting than
the usual picnics and the New Year acro-
batic 9 attractions."12

According to Yahya Zoka, in 1285 (1867),
Tehran had 45 tekiye-s or theatres, where
these religious plays were performed. The
tekiye can be considered a theatre as well as
and urban public space, because it was
usually built at an important crossing and was
used as an open public place except on the
special religious days. On these occasions it
was decorated with tapestries, depicting sce-
nes of the battle at Karbala, where Emam
Hoseyn and his family were slain.
In a corner of the tekiye usually stands a
nakhl, a huge wooden structure in the form of
a palmette, covered with pictures and sym-
bols. It was carried around through the streets
of the quarter during the mourning period.2 2

Ndser od-Din Shah ordered a tekiye to be
constructed within the walls of the citadel

(ark) in 1864, the same year the construction
of the Shams ol- cEmare palace" was started.
It was called Tekiye Dawlat (theatre of
government). It was built on a site on the
southern edge of the citadel replacing an old
prison, the house of Amir Kabir and some
warehouses. Therefore the architect24 was not
obliged to follow the urban pattern and could
choose a circular form.
George Curzon gives a detailed description of
this structure: "It consists of a great rotunda,
in the centre of which is a circular stone
platform, mounted by steps and ramps (for
the animals employed in the play). This is the
stage. An open passage runs round, succee-
ded by five tiers of stone seats, which, on the
occasion of the performances, are packed
with veiled women. Between these, nume-
rous gangways lead to arched passages,
through which the actors come in. On one
side is a lofty marble mimbar , or pulpit, i.e. a
small platform at the head of a steep flight of
steps, whereon stands the mullah, who
directs or interprets the ceremonies. Above
the stone tiers rose three storeys of loggias,
or boxes, with fanciful brickwork and light ar-
cades. Some of these which conceal the
ladies of the Royal harem, are shielded with
green lattice screen. From the upper rim of
the building rise the great arched and iron-
bound traverses of the roof. It was originally
intended to cover the whole with a dome, the
Shah, it is said, having been so much impres-
sed with the Albert Hall in London, as to long
for a reproduction in Tehran; but the sub-
structure was found to be inadequate to the
burden. Accordingly, these spans were
thrown across and awnings are stretched
over them, when the play is acted in the heat
of the day; the precise counterpart of the
velarium of the Roman amphitheatre."2

Mo'ayer ol-Mamlek depicts the decoration
of the Tekiye Dawlat during the ceremony: "In
front of the king's loggia, the stairs were co-
vered with almost 5000 /e, (tuliplike candle-
sticks) chehel cheragh, (chandeliers) , great
mirrors and paintings of religious events. A
chandelier hang from the center of the dome.
At the four corners of the central stage
(takht), there were four stone bases; on top of
each was a wooden base with a gas light.
The male audience stood between the stairs
and the round passage. Each loggia or box
was rented to a courtier or to an amir or

16



TEKIYE DAWLAT IN TEHRAN, DEPICTED BY KAMAL OL-MOLK
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governor of a region. They competed with 
each other to see who could decorate his box 
the most elaborately with candles, carpets 
and tapestries, depicting pictures of their 
family or their coat of arms. The biggest log
gia was decorated by the Shah."26 

The different phases of the ceremony are 
also related by Mocayer ol-Mamalek: " Three 
hundred pupils from the religious schools 
gathered around the menbar 27 to sing and 
recite the events of Karbala to entertain the 
audience while people were getting seated. 
With the audience in place, the shah arrived 
and sat in the big balcony above the ground 
floor. The neighbouring loggias were occu
pied by his personal servants, who put out the 
candles in the shah's loggia and lowered a 
black curtain in front of his balcony. 
Underneath the shah's balcony was the prin
ce's box , both in an iwan, as high as the 
three orders of loggias. 
Aqa Seyyed Abu Taleb, otherwise known as 
Khatam usually recited the final event of 
Karbala and then finished with a prayer for 
the shah. Then a young boy, Bacha Khan, 

recited some verses · of the religious poet 
Mohtasham, after which the procession of 
tacziye began. 
A group of actors walked in the passage 
around the stage, demonstrating their mour
ning by beating their breasts in a rythmic way 
and bowing when they passed in front of the 
shah. Then, they walked onto the stage, 
where the director Mocin ol-Boka stood. Fifty 
servants in red outfits brought in golden 
chairs to put around the stage for the actors 
to sit on. They were followed by eight hundred 
more servants chanting and wailing while 
Seyyed Gharab recited some verses from 
Mohtasham. They then walked out of the 
theatre singing ya Hoseyn elegy. Then it was 
time for the zanburakchi (soldiers) to enter 
the theatre following a beautifully adorned silk 
flag. Colonel Nasrollah Khan, · otherwise 
known as zanburak bashi, accompanied by 
some of his sons was behind the flag bearer. 
The zanburakchi had a hat of green terme 
(handmade cloth) and a striped qaba (long 
overcoat). Each carried two round pieces of 
wood that they would strike together while 

THE TEKIYE-S OF TEHRAN INDICATED IN THE PLAN BY KRIZIZ 
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THE ARK OF TEHRAN WITH THE TEKIYE DAWLAT, DRAWN BY DR. FEUVRIER AFTER THE PLAN OF ABD OL-GHAFFAR
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jumping in the air and singing the elegy of
Emam Hoseyn. They walked around the takht
once and then went out. The foot soldiers
were followed by others on horseback
carrying spears, with their horses adorned
with decorative yar q (golden material). Then
came a group of Arabs dressed in white
kafiye (long Arab dress) and an eghaIlhat and
trousers, singing in Arabic. They were fol-
lowed by several groups of musicians playing
a funeral march. Mirza Ali Akbar Khan
Naqqash Bashi, who also bore the title of
Mozayyen od-Dawle and had studied in Paris
during the reign of Napoleon Ill, directed the
first group. Some of their silver musical instru-
ments were gifts from the Queen of England
to the Shah. The second group of musicians,
mounted on horseback, was directed by
Gholam Reza Minbashian, known as Salar
Mocazez. Then it was the turn of the naqare-
khane group mounted on camels and playing
the sorna (oboe).
At long last came the main actors.The story
line was always the same: the martyrdom of
Emam Hoseyn and his followers. "

The qahve khine (Coffee House)

The coffee houses played an important role in
the social life of Tehran. Although popular
since the Safavid times, they reached the hei-
ght of their popularity in the Qajar period.
People used to gather in coffee houses to
pass their leisure time drinking tea, smoking
the qalyan (water-pipe), and talking about the
events of the day or listening to a recitation of
the poems from the shah nime and eskandar
name. These recitations, often combined with
a bit of acting were performed against a back-
ground of paintings, depicting some of the
famous scenes, by a story-teller (naqqal) or
preacher (morshed) and his assistant, called
bache morshed. Each coffee house had a
famous morshed and the best known of
whom was Morshed Borzu.
Coffee houses usually consisted of a large

square room with arches on four sides and a
brick stage. People sat on four-poster woo-
den divans, covered with rugs and cushions.
Each coffee house was frequented by a spe-
cial group of people. The most beautiful one
in the capital was the Yuz Bashi coffee shop,
behind the Shams ol-cEmare palace. It was

attended by courtiers, generals and the rich.2 1

Sometimes a poet would read one of his
poems and, if it was appreciated, he would be
invited to recite it in front of the king.
The other famous coffee house was Qahve
Khane Qanbar in Naseriyye street, where
Darvish Morheb used to read poetry and
perform the naqq li. Luti Azim and Luti
Gholam Hoseyn used to perform the play
pahlevan kachal (the bald heroe) and gol
badan khanum, (flower-bodied lady) outside
this coffee house.
The Qahve Khane Tanbal was at Suski
square, where all the lutiwould gather. There
were also coffee houses where people would
drink vodka and smoke opium.
The Naseriyye street with its cooffee houses
and the beautiful square in front of the Shams
ol-cEmare palace had become the most
attractive place in town, and the favored place
for official feasts, fireworks and luminaries.
Ectemad ol-Saltane describes this street
in his newspaper in 1873 as follows: " Then
there are Shams ol-Emare avenue and
square that are among the best in Tehran,
with attractive buildings as well. This avenue
has an archway opening into Shams ol-
cEmare palace. The king often rides through
the gates into these streets. The avenue is
1,500 feet long and 20 to 30 feet wide. It is
lined with poplar and fruit trees on both sides,
the central part is for the use of carriages and
horses, while the sides are for pedestrians.
There are also cast-iron lamps on both sides
and people of every class come to stroll
and see eachother until three hours after
sunset." 29

1920 - 1940. Population: 500,000

Tehran during the reign of Reza Shah (1920-
1941) is represented in the map based on
Hoseyn KarimAn's description of the boun-
dary of the city.30

L5IezAr Street

"In the summer, the garden of Cafe Naderi
was busy by sunset. In front was a coffee
shop and on the eastern side a restaurant.
The white tablecloths, the unpaved garden
floor, the plane trees and the staircase made

20



THE HALL OF THE GRAND HOTEL WAS ALSO USED FOR PLAYS

LALEZAR STREET
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of brickwork gave to it a cosy feeling. Every
night a small orchestra would play western
dance music of the period. Some couples,
usually European, Armenian or Assyrian
would dance.The musicians in the orchestra
were Czechs, Poles, Germans and Iranians
who had studied classical music and played
light music in the caf6 to ends meet .
It was seven o'clock but there was still no sign
of Sadeq.31 He was supposed to meet us
there at half past six. I had gone all the way
up to Bagh-e Saba in the hot afternoon to
bring Fery Malek" along with me. She had
put on a white pleated organdie dress and her
face looked like one in a Persian miniature.
She was so attractive that everybody stared
at us curiously. We had sat at a table under
the shade of a poplar tree. I had ordered an
ice cream for her and a coffee for myself. We
had finished them while waiting. We were
busy talking, although carefully watching the
door. She might have thought that the mee-
ting with Sadeq Hedayat was just an excuse
to take her out with me. What had happened
to the punctual Sadeq Hedayat?"133

The Cafe Naderi, with live music, was situa-
ted in Naderi street near Lalezar street. It was
the haunt of intellectuals of the day such as
the famous novelist Sadeq Hedayat. By this
time, the Bagh-e Lalezar had ceased to be a
park and most of the area was now occupied
by newly built hotels, restaurants, cinemas
and theatres. In the midst of these new buil-
dings the Lalezar street , which still bore the
name of the park, became an oriental replica
of Champs-Elysbes, the place to go for a pro-
menade, or just to be seen. It was also called
"the Lovers' street".3 4

The first public cinema in Iran was located in
the lower part of the Lalezar street and was
called Cinema Khorshid. The next were
Cinema Iran and Cinema Mayak, off the
same street. The show would start at 4 in the
afternoon and continue untillO at night, and
one could enter or leave at any time. Some
consider the Sepah Cinema3 6 in Bagh-e Shah
street to have been the first one in Tehran. It
was also used as a concert hall. Qamar ol-
Moluk Vaziri, the well known female singer of
traditional Iranian music, gave a concert in
this hall. It was scheduled for six days, but
was extended to six weeks.3 7

The most famous theatres were Nasr and
Dehqan. The hall at the Grand Hotel was also

used for some plays. GEshqi and cAref, two
prominent poets of the time used to hold
poetry evenings in the hall at the Grand Hotel.
Classical music concerts were also perfor-
med in these theatres and halls.
In the evening people would start drifting
towards Lalezar street, not only to go to the
many restaurants, hotels, cinemas or thea-
tres, but also for window shopping, to meet
friends, have a chat, show off the latest sty-
les. Some would have a snack, a sandwich
and a Coca Cola, both newly imported con-
cepts from farang (abroad). The better-off
would arrive in newly imported black taxis and
sit in a coffee shop or go to the Ambassador
Hotel or Grand Hotel for a proper meal. The
rich and the intellectuals would mingle while
strolling along the street or meeting in the
cafes. This was the centre of cultural life in
Tehran and it was here that political affairs
were discussed.
Intellectuals such as Sadeq Hedayat, Bozorg
cAlavi, Mojtaba Minovi and Mascud Farzad
met almost daily at the Cafe Rose Noir, later
known as the Jhale, in the Lalezar-Naw street.
"There they spent hours talking about Persian
and European literature, both classical and
modern, as well as current intellectual deve-
lopments in Europe, ranging from expressio-
nist films to psychoanalysis. There was also
some collaboration among them in writing
and publication- one of the co-authors inva-
riably being Hedayat- although to use these
joint efforts as a measure inevitably underva-
lues the real fruits of association. Hedayat
and Farzad collaborated in the writing of
those satirical 'cases', which they subsequen-
tly published as Vagh- vagh Sahab. Hedayat
and Minovi published the historical play
Maziyar, Minovi being mainly responsible for
its lengthy historical introduction. Hedayat
and cAlavi (together with Sheen Partow) join-
tly published the three short stories in Aniran
which they had deliberately written on the
theme of the great historical conquests of Iran
by outside forces."3 8

The contrast of this street with the rest of
Tehran was remarkable, not only for the type
of shops and services found there, but also
for the relation of the buildings to the street.
The old narrow residential streets of Tehran
had walls interrupted only by the portals of
houses. The commercial areas, bazaar, were
basically streets with vaulted roofs and
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domes. On Lalezar street, houses and shops
had large window displays which fronted onto
the street. The street was not isolated from
the customary enclosed life of the buildings
and acted as an open bazaar.
The area between Ferdawsi street to the
west, Lalezar street to the east, Tupkhane
square to the south, and Shah Reza street to
the north, eventually became the diplomatic
district of old Tehran.

1940 - 1952. Population: 900,000

The Taxi to Tajrish

"Outside, the weather was mild and sunny.
We walked to Darvaze Dawlat. Out of the
blue, Hedayat suggested to go to Sar Band. I
agreed to go. There and then we took a taxi
to Sacd Abad via the old Shemiran Road. As
it was Friday, the taxi was not allowed to go
all the way up from Tajrish to Sar Band. So we
got out in front of the police station and
walked up the rest of the way... The air was
clear and fine. The rocks bordering the river
on the side of the road were covered with
algae and looked violet. In those days there
was no signs of the parking places, villas and
restaurants that would mushroom there in
years to come. In Sar Band, at the bottom of
the mountain, there was a newly opened cof-
fee house with a few tables laid out in the
open air. Hedayat went towards one of the
wooden tables along the river, where one
could clearly hear the rush of the water ... A
waiter wearing a poorly-tailored white jacket
approached, wiped the dusty table, and,
without waiting for our order, placed a plate of
cheese and herbs, together with a pitcher of
dugh, in front of us... It was still early in the
afternoon and Hedayat looked tired. A taxi
awaited for passengers. With the aim of retur-
ning to Tehran, we got in. Suddenly three
dish mashdi-s appeared and without taking
any notice of us, suggested to the driver that
he should take them to Darake. As a sign of
courtesy, the driver turned to us and asked
our permission, but before we could utter a
word, two of them sat at the right and the
other at the left side of the driver. This rende-
red driving awkward for him, particularly since
the two men on the right of the driver, to keep
their balance, had placed their arms behind

his back, making him lean forward. As soon
as we took off, the smell of garlic filled the
taxi. We desperately pulled down the side
windows; unfortunately mine could be lowe-
red only a few centimeters. The driver com-
plained that with both rear windows open he
would catch cold. Of course neither of us
dared declare the reason for our sudden
attraction to fresh air.
The taxi driver without taking any notice of us,
turned into Pahlavi street to drop off his unin-
vited fares at their destination, and thus we
ended up in Darake square. Hedayat swiftly
got out, paid the taxi driver and ignoring his
invitations to take us to Tehran, marched on
as if he had come there on purpose.... I had
not been to Darake - where our family used
to go for a picnics - for a long time. We, the
children, used to swim in the river in the spot
called Haft Hawz, where seven natural pools
had formed. It was a calm and peaceful
place with willow trees, casting a pleasant
shadow and slippery stones in the middle of
the river.39

1952 - 1968. Population: 3,000,000

Tehran in the period from the coup d'etat
against Mosadeq (1952) to the beginning of
the prosperous oil revenue years (1972) is
represented in the map based on Hoseyn
Kariman's description of the boundary of the
city.40

Pahlavi Street and Vanak

My father41 had decided to splunge out that
evening. He took us all - that is my mother,
my youngest aunt, my two brothers and two
sisters, and me - in his Volkswagen for a
kabab in Vanak and afterwards to the drive-in
cinema.
Vanak was a green village north of Tehran.
The only way to get there by car was down
Pahlavi Street, which extended from south
Tehran, that is, from the railway station, all the
way to Tajrish to the north. So from our home
in Amir Abad we had to drive south towards
the center of the city, then east along
Boulevard Elisabeth, and then head north on
Pahlavi street, a wide tree-lined avenue
flanked by streams (jub). The plane trees,
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planted during the reign of Reza Shah, had
grown high and spread their branches to form
a beautiful green vault over our heads.
Behind the trees were some villas. As we left
the city towards Vanak, the villas were repla-
ced by gardens with walnut and plane trees
and a few restaurants, some luxurious, others
small take away kabab stands. By the time
we got to Vanak parked cars lined the street
on both sides. There were boys selling fresh
walnuts. The air was heavy with the smoke of
kabab. We entered a kabab stand and went
to sit on the open terrace. It was sunset, and
from there Tehran could be seen buried under
a layer of red smog. Further north we could
see a building with a tall antenna, the televi-
sion station, which was privately owned in
those days. We had a hurried meal and retur-
ned to the car to reach the drive-in cinema on
time.

1968 - 1978. Population: 4,500,000

The parkway

Tehran is one of the most polluted cities in the
world. As a result, parks have become vital to
the life of its inhabitants. Until recently, Park-
e Shahr4 2 and Boulevard Elisabeth, with trees
flanking its central canal, the Ab-e Karaj, were
the two major parks and promenades of the
few in central Tehran. Since then the parks
called Farah, S5ci, Yusef-Abad, Shahanshahi
and Niyavaran, among others, have been
built. The old slaughterhouse in the south of
the city has also been converted into a cultu-
ral centre surrounded by a large park, and a
delightful modern cinema, called Charlie
Chaplin, and the Besmellah Khan concert hall
have been added. The Shahr theatre and a
new complex containing a theatre and con-
cert hall, the Talar-e Rudaki, were also built
on Hafez and Shah Reza streets.
In spite of these newly added parks, however,
people use the planted areas along the new
parkways for picnicking despite the exhaust
fumes and traffic noise.
Car usage and consequent pollution increa-
sed greatly in a relatively short period of time.
The first car was imported for Mozaffar ed-Din
Shah and later, during the reign of Ahmad
Shah, the treasurer (Amin ol-Zarb) bought a
car. At that time only ten people in Tehran
owned a car. By 1965, there were 118,347

motorized vehicles in the city; by 1978, one
million. Of these,16,000 were taxis,170,000
motorcycles, 3,000 vans, 18,000 lorries and
2,800 buses. Air pollution had a major effect
on people's choice of venues for their open
air activities, which still mainly consisted of
picnics en famille. Because the air in Vanak
village, Tajrish and Farahzdd, was fresher,
people headed towards the northern heights
of the city, as pollution was threatening to
reach these heights too.The new highways
made it easier to reach the north of Tehran,
with its open air spaces and multitude of
restaurants.The chic restaurants on Pahlavi
street, close to the Shahanshahi Park,
became the new haunts of the middle clas-
ses. Couples would drive up in the latest
model BMW or Mercedes Benz. Women in
mini skirts, wearing layers of make up would
get out and walk into the restaurants on the
arms of their boyfriend or husband. Ice ska-
ting at the Ice Palace rink, roller skating,
trying their hand at bowling, or merely han-
ging around at the Abdaw Bowlig alleys, or
playing a round of mini-golf, or dancing the
night away at the fashionable discos, became
the new pastime of the young, trendy and
rich. Those who could not afford those things
continued to picnic along the parkway.

1978 - 1994. Population: 10,000,000

Tehran in the period from the Islamic
Revolution until today is represented in the
map compiled by the Iran Geographic &
Cartographic Co. Ltd.(1980)

The mountain

"Each weekend, several thousand young
Iranian men and women take off for the small
village of Darakeh, at the north west corner of
Tehran, to climb the sharp, rocky peaks that
surround the city and to escape the rigorous
restrictions imposed by Islamic state. And
each weekend members of the government-
backed Islamic popular militias send their
best followers to make sure that Iranian
youths enjoy the fresh air and the hike, but
not each other.
Girls in baseball caps, covered with makeup,
come up here without proper headscarves.
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Boys strip off their shirts.
'This is the only fun left to us. This is the last
place boys and girls can go out and be
together. These are the only moments we feel
free and freedom is all more delicious
because they try to take it away from us.'
The winding trail leads past nine open-air
restaurants. Water cascades through con-
crete channels, sometimes in small, man-
made waterfalls, and then flows back into the
streams. The restaurants are mobbed by sco-
res of young men and women, many of whom
huddle and flirt in open defiance of the official
rules"."

Satellite Television

"Satellite television is proving more powerful
than any opposition group in gnawing at the
bones of political Islam in Iran, where the
government appears to be uncertain what to
do about this foreign challenge to the funda-
mental values it represents. The elite of
affluent north Tehran are needed and courted
by pragmatic mainstream government letting
them to use satellite dishes. But alarming to
the regime's conservatives, the popularity of
satellite television is also spreading through
the poor southern suburbs. A Wall Street
Journal reporter found women in full-length
chadors saving money to club together for
communal dishes to relieve the joyless
tedium of official programming."44

The above series of vignettes portrays the
inhabitants of Tehran at their leisure and high-
lights the close relationship between such
activities and the structure of the city, a struc-
ture that changed over time as the population
grew, the political situation evolved, and the
prosperity generated by oil resulted in an
accelerated modernisation. This meant newly
imported fashions and ways of life. The loss
of the old habits and activities resulted in the
abandonment of certain urban areas and buil-
dings, bringing neglect and ultimately
destruction. The continuous changes in the
urban scene, in turn, have had a negative
impact on the inhabitants, who have lost all
sense of identification and continuity with
their cultural heritage, thus accelerating envi-
ronmental and urban decline. In Tehran, even

the names of the major streets and places of
interest have changed and with them the
common historical memory of the city has
been lost. The collective memory of a place is
what keeps it alive even though its original
functions might have long since disappeared.
This collective memory is synonymous to the
social function of an urban space. In a dyna-
mic society like the ever expanding popula-
tion of Tehran, the result of emigration from
the countryside or war striken areas to the
capital, the sense of belonging and thus of
the memory of place is absent." This is why
the social functions of places collapse imme-
diately after the original functions fade away.
Therefore the resulting rapid decline of entire
quarters of the city betrays this inability to put
down roots. The history of Lalezar is a case in
point. A royal garden in the mid nineteenth
century, it was converted into a street and a
park for the lower and middle classes. It then
becomes a cultural centre of modern Tehran
in 1920s, attended mostly by upper class and
well-off intellectuals. But by the end of the
Second World War it had already lost its tone
and after 1953 it became a third rate leisure
area with hotels turning into workshops, cine-
mas showing commercial films and cabarets
transformed into warehouses. By 1960 it was
a commercial zone for wholesale electrical
goods. By now, most of its buildings have
been replaced by new ones including a multi-
storey car park.
It was probably between 1920 and 1940 that
Tehran achieved a balance between urban
structure and social participation. The intro-
duction of new entertainments like theatres
and cinemas and new methods of transport
helped people gather together more easily.
During this period, the northern villages like
Tajrish and Vanak became social meeting
places, while maintaining their original struc-
ture of a village. It was easy to reach these
places by car and taxi, without however gene-
rating air pollution or traffic jam, which would
be the dire conquences of overreliance on the
car in years to come.
Urban space is essentially a place to meet or
according to Christian Norberg Schulz "an
environment for possibilities". The introduc-
tion of new spaces for leisure creates more
occasions for meeting. People meet in diffe-
rent venues to share particular interests, be it
walking in the fresh air, watching a film in the
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cinema, playing golf, having a picnic, or going
to the opera. The nature of the meeting place
largely determines the confines of the activi-
ties and the particular interests of the partici-
pants. Where leisure activities take place
defines the extent to which these activities
are collective or private. There is a different
potential for meeting others and feeling part
of a group when the leisure activity is wat-
ching a film on the television or at the cinema.
There was a stronger sense of sharing com-
mon cultural values in a qahve kh~ne during
a naqq li or in the tekiye attending to a tac-
ziye than when a small group of friends go to
a restaurant or to the cinema. A picnic at the
ememz de, was definitely a richer collective
experience than a picnic along the parkway. A
stroll in Lalezar street or shopping in the
bazaar, had a different social significance than
driving in a car to a shopping centre or to the
more specialized leisure places, such as the
golf course or bowling alley. These changes
made the participants homogeneous and
reduced the social mix. Furthermore, the
introduction of modern imports, such as cars,
fast food and television did not create more
possibilities to meet, but instead isolated peo-
ple still further, just at the time when wider
public access to the mass media created a
sense of globalization rather than of sharing
the same cultural traditions.
Thus after the Second World War Tehran lost
the balance between its growing population
and the availability of public spaces, between
social participation and private life, between
transport and traffic, between the function of a
building and its appearance. In a word what
was lost was the balance between moderni-
zation and history. Open spaces were built
up. 46 The villages around the city were buried
inside the expanding metropolis, thus losing
their original character and social cohesive-
ness. The drastic loss of traditional culture
and customs is reflected in the neglect of the
existing urban structure, which looks dated
and old- fashioned. The collective memory
and the buildings that symbolized it were
demolished 47 to be replaced by new ones,
which were probably more functional but
lacked historical and cultural roots. This loss
of historical references in the city reduced the
sense of national identity. The lack of a col-
lective sense of identity or belonging is what
the Persian society is suffering from today.

This is one of the main reasons of collective
unrest that led to the 1978 Revolution. Islamic
icons were introduced then to fill the cultural
void, but it is impossible to introduce a sense
of history and national identity within a short
period, as revolutions pretend to do. And as
far as leisure is concerned certainly there is
no sign in the city after the revolution of new
spaces reflecting the new collective values.
The only place that remains in the collective

memory is still the "snowcapped mountains of
Elburz" that continue to be the most fascina-
ting feature in its landscape.

Homayoun Alemi

' Auguste Kriziz, Karte von Tehran, in Mitteilungen
der geographischen gesellschaft (Wien :1877).
2 F. Stahl, Karte der Umgegend von Tehran,
Masstab, 1:210,000 in Petermann's Geographi-
sche Mitteilungen Band 46 Tafel 6 (Gotha:1900).
3 Edward Granville Browne, A Year Amongst the
Persians (1887-1888) (1893; rpt. Cambridge:
1926), p. 100.
4 Naser Najmi, irin-e qadim va tehrin-e qadim,
(Tehran: Entesharat -e Janzade, 1360/1981).
5 General Alfred Gardane was head of the French
Mission in the years 1807-1809. His portrait, drawn
in 1812-13, is among the 118 pictures in the palace
called Negarestan (the Picture Gallery). See
Browne, A Year Amongst the Persians (1887-
1888), p. 105.
6 Hoseyn Kariman, tehran dar gozashte va hal,
(Tehran: Entesharat-e Daneshgah -e Melli -ye Iran,
1345/1966) , p. 205.
7 dish mashdi also luti refers to young strong men
who would use force to help the poor. They strictly
followed the moral rules of their group. Luti Saleh
and Luti Akbar Khan were the most famous in
Tehran during the Qajar reign.
8 See Naser Najmi, iran-e qadim, p. 497.
9 Reza Qoli Khan Hedayat, a grand parent of
Sadeq Hedayat, was also the writer of a history of
poetry called Majmac- ol Fosaha (1800).
10 E.G. Browne, A Year Amongst the Persians , p.
104.
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1 Dust cAli Khyan Nezam od-Dawle Mocayer -ol
Mamalek, ruler of Yazd and a minister of Naser od-
Din Shah, had a grandson named after him and
who wrote a detailed book on the life and costumes
of the Qajar dynasty entitled zendegi-ye khosusi -
ye Naser od-Din Shah; See Yahya Zoka, tarikhche-
ye sakhtemanha-ye saltanati-ye ark-e tehrin,
Anjuman-l Athar-I Melli, n. 78 (Tehran,1967), pp.
257, 270, 410, translated freely by Homayoun
Alemi.
12 The Shah CAbd ol-cAzim shrine , at about 10 km
south of Tehran, was considered a sacred place;
out-laws took refuge there.
13 emamzide refers both to a person related to one
of the 12 em m-s and to his burial place.
14 Zoka, t~rikhche, p. 257.
15 For a description of these shrines, see Hoseyn
Kariman, tehrin dar guzashta va h&I.
16 This railway was constructed in 1886-88, during
the reign of Naser od-Din Shah
17 A fictional western character; it could be Madame
Jeanne Dieulafoy, who visited Iran between 1881-
1884 together with her husband Marcel.
18 This floor was demolished during the reign of
Mozaffar ed-Din Shah, because the eight semicir-
cular timber beams were overloaded; M. Beton
replaced them with 12 steel trusses that were con-
nected to the newly installed steel columns; see
Zoka, t~rikhche, p. 294.
19 The New Year acrobatics were a mixture of cir-
cus and wrestling to choose the strongest luti of the
year. These were performed in the Ark square.
20 Zoka, tirikhche, pp..297-98. The event is descri-
bed by Mocayer ol-Mamalek ( see note 11).
2 Zoka, tarikhche, p.284.

2 Processions during the mourning month of
moharram occur everday.
23 Shams ol-cEmare, a palace constructed by order
of Naser od-Din Shah in 1864-66, was to be a
replica of a Western building with a clock tower
from which to view the city.
24 According to Yahya Zoka the architect was Dust
Ali Khan Nezam od-Dawle Mocayer -ol Mamalek,
and the mecmir or builder was Ustad cAli
Mohammad Kashi.
25 George N. Curzon, Persia and the Persian
Question, Vol. 1 (1892; rpt. London: Frank Cass &
Co. Ltd., 1966 ), p.327-28.

26 See note 11.
2 The menbar in the Tekiye Dawlat had 20 steps
and was made from a single piece of marble, or-
dered by Dust cAli Khan Mocayer ol-Mamalek,
when he ruled in Yazd.
28 Najmi, irin -e qadim, p. 493-96.
29 Ectemad ol-Saltane, ruzn~me-ye irin, 88
(Tehran,1873), quoted in Zoka, tirikhche, p. 351.
30 H. Kariman, tehran , p. 300-302.
31 Sadeq Hedayat (1903-51), the most famous
Iranian writer of the twentieth century, was the
grandson of Nayyer ol-Molk, one of the sons of
Reza Qoli Khan.
32 Fery Malek was daughter of Haji Hoseyn Malek,
the founder of the Malek Library in Tehran.
33 M.F. Farzane, dusti b& Sjdeq Hedayat, (Tehran:
Nasher-e Markaz,1371 /1992), p. 52-53, translated
freely by Homayoun Alemi.
34 Jacfar Shahri, t~rikh-e ejtemici - ye tehrin-e
qadim, vol. I (Tehran: Entesharat-e Amir
Kabir,1357/1978) , p. 145.
3 Ibid. , p. 149.
36 Najmi, irin -e qadim, p. 502.
3 Shahri, tirikh-e ejtemici, p. 157-61.
38 Homa Katouzian, The Life and Legend of an
Iranian Writer (London: l.B. Tauris, 1991), p. 53.
31 M. Farzane, dusti b& s~deq hedjyat, p.107-110 ,
freely translated by Homayoun Alemi.
40 Kariman, tehran darguzashta va h i, p. 373-378.
41 Personal memories of the author.
42 Park-e Shahr was laid out during the reign of
Reza Shah Pahlavi (1920-1941), replacing the old
quarter of Sang-e Laj.
43 Chris Hedges in: "Darakeh", The Guardian, 5
August 1994.
11 Leslie Plommer and Cherry Mosteshar, The
Guardian, 5 August 1994.
11 Migration within the city from one quarter to
another is a further symptom of the absense of
local identification.
46 An example is Bagh-e Melli at Mashq square, the
first central park, that was completely built up from
1940-50.

41 The demolition of the twelve gates of Tehran, in
1930, to make room for thoroughfares, was proba-
bly the beginning of the process of wiping out the
remains of history for the sake of modernity.
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Behjat Sadr's work: an expression
of the Iranian cultural complexity

Behjat Sadr is one of the most prominent contemporary painters in Iran. Born in 1923, after her gra-
duation from the Faculty of Fine Arts in Tehran University, she continued her training in the Faculty of
Fine Arts of Naples in Italy. Her role, as professor and head of the Department of Visual Arts in the
Faculty of Fine Arts of Tehran has been of greatest value to generations of students. Her paintings are
conserved in the Modern Art Museum in Tehran, in the Unesco Center and in the Modern Art Museum
of the Municipality of Paris, as well as, in private collections.
Her recent work is a sort of collage, condensing inspirations and images of an abstracted reality.
Contrasting planes of order and chaos, of heavy and slender, of light and shade, of interior and exte-
rior are perceived, integrated through and subdued by an abstract architectural order alluding to a stage
set. An abstraction that is the logical consequence of reducing in figurative terms an uncontrolled sen-
sitiveness, through an exceptional pictorial force that is vigorously imaginative.
Behjat Sadr's propension to abstraction is a direct consequence of her training. It must be nevertheless
remarked that abstraction had a significant role in the traditional Persian pictorial language. The Safavid
miniaturists were however fascinated also by the naturalistic features in the western paintings and later
this tendency became prominent with the increase of western cultural influence under the Qajars.
Behjat Sadr's work can be considered as eminently representative of the contemporary Iranian culture,
that has gone through the same process of evolution in all fields of art.
A culture that, notwithstanding a strong sense of identity, has throughout history looked outwards, and
has continuously regenerated by assimilating new expressive means.
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Tehran, Capital City:1 786-1997
The Re-invention of a Metropolis

Modern Tehran is the result of a collision of
Eastern and Western cultures that occurred
almost a century ago and, as such, a city of
fragments and contrasts. In Europe the nine-
teenth-century city was formed under the
impetus of profound economic, socio-cultural,
and political transformations, but the cities in
the Islamic world remained a reflection of a
neoplatonic vision, that since the tenth century
had put its impression on both intellectual ela-
boration and building process. Architecture in
the Islamic world was understood in a spiritual
dimension. It was conceived as a quest for
truth, through the repetition and improvement
of the same models and types. This cyclic con-
ception of knowledge clashed in the nine-
teenth century with the Western linear vision of
a world projected towards future, as manife-
sted by a continuous technical progress and
an endless accumulation of knowledge.
Tehran is a paradigmatic example. A medie-
val settlement with 20,000 inhabitants, at the
foot of the Alborz mountains, it was chosen to
be the capital by the first Qajar king at the
close of the eighteenth century.'

The first map of Tehran, compiled in 1857 by
Kriziz,2 shows the typical structure of traditio-
nal Iranian settlements - a sixteenth century
wall enclosing a royal citadel (ark), a bazaar,
and a compact urban fabric, divided into four
quarters. Long winding narrow streets con-
nect the quarters and the bazaar. As the
streets approached the bazaar they were at
times turned into a bizarche, with its series of
shops and stalls.
In 1873, the first high-ranking contact with
Western culture occurred when Naser od-Din
Shah, the Qajar king, visited Paris and was
enraptured by it. That was the beginning of
the introduction into Iran of modern thought in
all fields of knowledge, although in an unsy-
stematic way.
The result of this phenomenon was that the
foundations of the traditional society were
shaken producing general disorientation.
Depending on social class, the reactions to
the new values ranged from categorical rejec-
tion to uncritical acceptance to timid attempts
at elaborating a synthesis between Western

PLAN OF TEHRAN DRAWN BY AUGUSTE KRIZIZ, 1857
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and Eastern conceptions. Urban design was
governed by the last.
When at the end of the nineteenth century
new walls were erected so the city could
expand, the resulting urban form revealed the
lack of homogeneity between the traditional
fabric and the new expansion far from the
symbiosis attained in the Isfahan of Shah
cAbbas.3
On one hand, the entire urban form drew on
the Platonic "world of ideas", as was common
in building praxis. The new fortifications were
shaped like an octagon, a form of which the
architects of the period were particularly fond.
On the other hand, the reference to the ideal
cities of the humanism was only an outward
appearance; as the defensive systems - the
very reason for building a fortified city - were
lacking. The geometry of the walls did not
affect the urban morphology, or the position of
the gates. Evidently it was acknowledged that
applying a rigid Renaissance scheme to a city
that aspired to be "modern" and therefore
flexible was inappropriate or even impossi-
bile.

The model most favored and which they
attempted to evoke was Paris.4 The ramparts
of Tehran were bolt-shaped and closely fol-
lowed the Parisian fortifications, and the area
north of the citadel recalled the schemes of
Haussmann.
In this area the places that aroused the grea-
test interest were Meydan-e Tupkhane,
Avenue L5lezar and Avenue CAIa od-Dawle,
also known as Boulevard des Ambassadeurs.
The Meydan-e Tupkhane (Cannon square),
was conceived as a great urban stage, where
"modernity", the exalted enterprise under-
taken by the ruling class of the country, was
celebrated. On stage were the cannons, loca-
ted in the middle of the square around a great
water basin. The few cars that went by, the
tramline that connected the three principal
gates of the city to the central quarters, the
uniform facades of the buildings, defining the
piazza, the portals with their pinnacles, lunet-
tes and half lunettes, marking the entrances
of the adjacent streets, appeared as back-
drops, ready to be dismantled for the next
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performance, denouncing unmistakably the
precariousness of the new social order.
Where the attempt of blending the elements
of the traditional city with the procedures of
modern town planning was most successful
was on Avenue Lalez~r, (Tulipbed street). In
this urban interior, the typology of Bazaar was
reelaborated by substituting the central pas-
sage with an avenue lined with trees. Here
too, the entrances were marked with portals
that acted as backdrops. The activities that
were carried on in the avenue reflected the
mingling of two civilizations: the cars and
tramlines ran side by side with animals tran-
sporting men and goods; the shops displayed
traditional goods together with Western
imports; modern businesses alternated with
craft workshops. The Avenue L5lez~r repre-
sented an authentic typological invention,
unlike the Boulevard des Ambassadeurs
which was a Western urban element, a
street sided by embassies, hotels and luxury
shops.
The buildings of the traditional city, the cita-
del, the bazaar, and the old quarters were

conserved, while the sixteenth- century walls
were demolished in order to build new
streets.
The octagonal city at the end of the nine-
teenth century had 250,000 inhabitants. The
villages and resorts further north, at the foot
of the Alborz mountains, were made the sum-
mer residence of the King, the courtiers, and
the foreign delegations. From then on these
places were the residential areas of the
rich, and the poles towards which the city
expanded.
In 1937, twelve years after the establishment
of the Pahlavi dynasty, the capital had
700,000 inhabitants and a completely new
face. The contrast between the city and its
environs, underlined half a century before by
the construction of the new walls, was by then
outdated. The weak attempt at adopting a
town planning model based on regularity,
symmetry and cult de I'axe turned out not to
be feasible. In its place a pragmatic scheme
based on a street grid of unlimited expansion
was substituted.
Though the overlaying of the street grid star-
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ted an interesting process of growth in the
areas to the north of the city, it damaged the
old quarters when the traditional fabric was
cut through to make room for the new streets.
These quarters then became impoverished
and in a few decades were completely
destroyed.
The approach to buildings of Qajar period
was one of aversion to the past, that was the
common sentiment in Iran with every change
of dynasty. Just as the sixteenth-century walls
had been destroyed by the Qajars, so the
octagonal ones were demolished by Reza
Shah to make room for a new ring road.
In a grid model the main urban element is the
street. The principal network is achieved
through construction of new broad rectilinear
streets, rectification and widening of parts of
the old streets, and opening up thoroughfares
by demolishing the traditional fabric.
As the built-up area was consolidated, the
quarters to the north became the new busi-
ness centre, while the bazaar continued to be
the vital core of commerce of traditional pro-
ducts, manufactured goods, and handicrafts.

With few exceptions, the height of the new
urban fabric was two stories generally and
four to five stories along the major streets of
the northern area. Here, the buildings fol-
lowed the height and street alignment rules,
and were designed in order to define such
urban elements as "street" and "square",
according to the nineteenth- century Western
town-planning model.
The representative buildings had a rigid spa-

tial scheme, massive structure and design
drawn from the formal repertory of historical
styles that were supposed to have permanent
and universal ideological values. Achaemenid
motifs from Persepolis were often adopted to
evoke the glories of the ancient empire. To
recall a complete work of the past as a col-
lective memory became at times the domi-
nant theme of the design. This procedure was
followed in the Archaeological Museum at
Tehran, which is modeled on the ancient
palace at Ctesiphon. In other buildings - for
example, the Faculty of Medicine of the
Univeristy of Tehran, a building with a rigid
symmetry - a stylized version of the neoclas-
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PARTIAL VIEW OF THE CITADEL AND BAZAAR

sic language was adopted with facades free
from ornamental motifs. The classical order is
hinted at by the use of pilasters ending with
capital-like brackets.
The retrospective orientation was at times
substituted by an eclectic approach that drew
not only upon the traditional Iranian, Classical
and preferably Baroque architectural langua-
ges, but included also the sinuous and florea-
ted forms of Art Nouveau and Arts and
Crafts.
The ultimate break with the past and the
search for a new way to understand and prac-
tice architecture was wrought in the mid
1930s by a generation of architects who were
trained in Europe and were involved in an
intense professional activity in Iran.
The most representative exponents of this
group were Vartan Havanessian, Paul Abkar
and Gabriel Guevrbkian (although the
last lived and worked in Tehran only from
1933-37).5
Each architect studied the themes formulated
by European avant-garde of the end of the
century and interpreted the teachings of the

Modern Movement, developing at the same
time a remarkable sensibility towards the
Iranian physical and cultural context. The
work of these architects constitutes an impor-
tant contribution to the architectural debate
and to the construction of the city.6
The dialogue with history did not end. In the
1960s the exponents of the Iranian intelli-
gentsia acknowledged the search for identity
of the emerging classes, an identity that had
been compromised by the loss of their tradi-
tional values and the difficulty of assimilating
those coming from a different world.
In architecture, history was again considered,
not only for mere stylistic reasons, as in the
previous decades, but in a more structural
way.
Architects such as Nader Ardalan and
Kamran Diba7 began to elaborate an authen-
tic Iranian architecture, drawing on the city
and buildings of the past. They had assimila-
ted the architectural ideas and concepts of
Louis Kahn,8 generated from his understan-
ding of the works of the past. They had obser-
ved the affinities between the philosophical
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thought of the master9 and the neoplatonic
conception of the Iranian architectural tradi-
tion. 10

New buildings and at times entire parts of the
city were conceived through the reelaboration
of ancient types as the bazaar, madrasa,
caravansaray, involving such archetypes of
the Iranian constructive tradition as the iwan,
chdhartaq (four-vaulted space), hashti (octa-
gonal entrance space), daldn (vaulted corri-
dor), etc.
In time, this method of design achieved a
widespread success. Its vulgarization, howe-
ver, also led to a mere repetition of spaces
lacking the original beauty and the spiritual
character of the architecture of the past.
In 1967, when the master plan for Tehran was
made, the city had 3 million inhabitants, which
was 10 percent of the entire population of the
country. The central core of the urban conglo-
meration and the chaotic fringes of growth of
the city sprawling outward covered an area of
180 square kilometers.
The grid model of the end of 1930s, lacking
the adequate town planning rules, did not

work and gave way under the pressure of
property speculation and the consequent
uncontrolled increase of the price of land.
There was scarcity of housing, services, and
urban facilities; air pollution rose above safe
limits. A high birthrate of over 3 percent, and
a great flow of migrants towards the capital,
as the largest center of development in the
entire country, led to serious concern, as it
appeared that an immense metropolitan area
with a population between 12 to 15 million
inhabitants would form in the next 25 years.
The master plan for Greater Tehran was a
linear model composed of ten suburban cen-
ters, it aimed at limiting the growth of the
population under the level of 5,5 million inha-
bitants in 25 years. It has not been imple-
mented, and in the first years of the 1 970s the
increase in oil revenues led to accelerated
development. Consequently the precarious
economic structures of the country were
shaken to their roots. The building industry,
the driving sector of economy was also affec-
ted. In a few years Tehran became a huge
building site employing also foreign technolo-
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GOLBANADAK CROSSING DEPICTED BY ESMAcILASHTIYANI, 1938
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AERIAL VIEW OF THE CITY FABRIC OF TEHRAN SHOWING THE THOROUGHFARES AROUND THE CITADEL
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gies and skilled workers and the goal of mul-
tinational firms seeking short term, easy
money.
The destiny of the city is by now marked.
Tehran is on the way to becoming one of the
most populous cities of the world by the end
of the second millenium.
If one believes in Hegel's concept of history
as a continuous process of conflict between
systems of thought leading inevitably to a
higher stage, one can question the future of a
metropolis that rises on the fragments of a
collision between two civilizations, that occur-
red in the middle of the last century.

Shahab Katouzian

the works of the then younger generation of archi-
tects who were looking for a new Iranian architec-
tural language.
8 In particular, I refer to the concepts of form, order
and design, elaborated by Louis Kahn and his
definition of the creative process as a circular
movement that starts from the incommensurable,
passes through the measurable, to end again in
incommensurable.
9 John Burton, "Castelli di eternitn. I geroglifici
architettonici di Louis I. Kahn", in Rassegna, 21,
(1985).
10 Nader Ardalan and Laleh Bakhtiar, The Sense of
Unity The Sufi Tradition in Persian Architecture.,
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973).
1 The master plan of Tehran is published in: Art et
Architecture, (honar va mecmari), 5, (1349 /1970).

1 In 1768, Agha Mohammad, head of the Qajar
tribe, rebelled against the last Zand governor and
chose Tehran as his capital, because it was near
the lands of the tribes that supported him.
2 Auguste Kriziz, Karte von Tehran, in Mitteilungen
der geographischen gesellschaft (Wien :1877).
1 For a socio-cultural study of Tehran at the end of
the nineteenth century, see Mahvash Alemi, "The
1891 Map of Tehran. Two Cities, Two Cores, Two
Cultures", in Environmental Design, Journal of the
Islamic Environmental Design Research Centre, 1,
(Carucci Editore, 1984).
' The works of Haussman and the plan of Paris is
well presented in Leonardo Benevolo, Storia
dell'Architettura Moderna, (Bari: Laterza, 1985).
1 Behruz Pakdaman, "se mecmar-e irani" in Sima
Kuban ed., ketab-e tehran, vol. 1 (Tehran:
Entesharrat-e Roshangaran, 1370/ 1991) pp. 79-
112. Havanessian (1896-1982) was graduated in
1922 from the Ecole Speciale d'Architecture of
Paris; Paul Abkar (1908-70) was graduated from
the Universite de St. Luc at Brussels; Guevrekian
(1900-70) was graduated in 1921 from the
Hochschule fOr angewandte Kunst in Vienna .
6 Behruz Pakdaman, ydncme-ye vartan Hav&-
nesiyan, 1275-1361, a publication of Association of
Iranian Consultants,(1362 / 1983).

The projects of Nader Ardalan and Kamran Diba
are published in: Architecture dAujourd'hui, 195,
(1978); an issue dedicated to Iran, it also contains
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Integration socio-culturelle du sud de
Teheran dans la capitale iranienne

Depuis l'6levation de Tbheran au rang de
capitale en 1789, on est toujours en pr6sence
d'une segregation sociale trbs visible entre le
sud et le nord et, peut-6tre d'une maniere
moin frappante, entre l'est et l'ouest.
L'agrandissement de la ville et les nombreu-
ses transformations A l'occidentale dans la
seconde moitie du XIX6me sibcle, sous le
regne de Nassereddin Chah Qajar, ont te les
premieres manifestations de cette segrbga-
tion. C'est au nord et A l'ouest de la ville, la ob
l'eau abonde, l'air est pur et le climat sain,
que l'on trouvait d6sormais les maisons et les
jardins de l'aristocratie, de la nouvelle bour-
geoisie et des europeens;1 le sud et l'est vic-
times de leurs conditions climatiques et
geographiques, 6taient laiss6s aleurs proble-
mes et continuaient de s'appauvrir.
Depuis cette bpoque, cette dualit6 non seule-
ment a persiste, mais elle s'est meme ampli-
fiee jusqu'a atteindre son point extreme
durant les dernieres annbes du regne de
Mohammad-Reza Chah Pahlavi. Ainsi le nord
est devenu cette ville cosmopolite, t l'occi-
dentale, symbole de la Grande Civilisation
pr6nee par le Chah, tandis que le sud demeu-
rait pauvre, traditionnel, de plus en plus pol-
u par les industries et depourvu des

services urbains n6cessaires. Pour la plupart
des T6heranais cette image btait inchangea-
ble et irreversible A jamais. Mais durant ces
dernieres annbes on a pu constater que cette
image 6tait bien diff6rente de la realite socio-
culturelle, elle meme en pleine mutation. En
fait, l'image de Tehbran qui est celle d'une
ville basee sur des classes sociales bien
distinctes, ayant des traits culturels propres,
s'attenue de plus en plus.
La premiere cassure dans cette image histo-
rique s'est manifest6e au d6but de la revolu-
tion islamique par un brassage socio-culturel
au sein des quartiers aises du nord de
Teheran, plut6t occupes par la grande bour-
geosie. En s'accaparant le pouvoir politique,
la R6volution s'est empar6e de l'image de
marque de l'ancienne classe d'blite et s'est
approprise son espace jadis homogene et
paisible. C'est ainsi que de nombreuses mai-
sons appartenant A l'ancienne classe diri-
geante ont etb confisqu6s et attribuees A des
families de " D6sherites", ou occupees par
des institutions r6volutionnaires comme les
Komit6s. Par ailleurs, une nouvelle bourgeoi-

sie favorable au nouveau r6gime et enrichie
par le marche noir, s'est installee au milieu
d'une population aisse et culturellement tres
differente, en achetant massivement des mai-
sons dans les beaux quartiers. L'arriv e de
cette population dans les quartiers chics et
jusque Ia homogbnes du nord de Tbheran a
veritablement transform6 leur composition
sociale, ob aujourd'hui il n'existe plus d'
homogeneite socio-culturelle.
Dans les quartiers peripheriques de Teheran,
la Revolution a pris un autre visage. La popu-
lation d6munie mais decidee a devenir pro-
prietaire, s'est mise spontanbment a
construire des habitations. Certains de ces
quartiers ont et6 incorporss par la suite, aux
arrondissements de Teheran, attirant ainsi
une nouvelle population a la recherche de
logements economiques et accessibles, alors
que les quartiers peripheriques plus 6loignes
ont ste integrbs a la nouvelle banlieue de
T6hbran apparue dans les annees 70.
Au milieu de toutes ces bousculades revol-
tionnaires, le sud est reste inerte, sans chan-
gement socio-culturel important.
L'homogeneite socio-culturelle semblait la
plus forte qu' ailleurs, car toute cette zone
etait confrontee a des problemes d'ordre eco-
logique, d'une part dOs a la prbsence d'indu-
stries polluantes, et d'autre part A des
problemes urbains dsis a un tissu urbain
ancien et incompatible avec les infrastructu-
res modernes necessaires a une ville aussi
vaste que Teheran.
Aujourd'hui, face e l'aggravation de ces pro-
blemes auxquels s'ajoute celui d'une demo-
graphie galopante, la Maine de Teheran et le
Ministere du Logement et de l'Urbanisme,
commencent n reviser l'ancien plan directeur
de Tehran datant de 1968, en mettant I'ac-
cent sur la renovation et la restructuration de
sa partie sud. En evacuant les industries nui-
sibles de la ville ils essayent de donner une
importance suppl6mentaire aux espaces
verts et aux espaces de loisirs destines plus
particuliirement aux jeune gens, et organi-
sent les programmes culturels par le biais des
centres culturels et sportifs. Ainsi I'Etat prend
un certains contr6le sur les jeunes face A "'in-
vasion culturelle" surtout dO a la video et plus
r6cemment au satellite.
Une des premieres tentatives de ce type fut la
creation du centre culturel Bahman (C.C.B.)
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sur les emplacements des anciens abattoirs
situes dans le sud de la ville.
Pour comprendre l'impact socio-culturel et
socio-urbain de ce centre, un des plus impor-
tants en Iran, nous avons etudie sa geo-
graphie socio-culturelle sur une periode d'une
annee. Mais pour mieux saisir ce qui se
passe dans ce centre situe sur ces lieux spb-
cifiques, il faut avoir une idee de la geo-
graphie sociale de Teheran. Pour cela nous
avons utilise les resultats du recensement
national de 1986, en calculant un indice glo-
bale marquant le caractere populaire de cha-
que arrondissement et en effectuant la
moyenne des indicateurs suivants: jeunesse
de la population, emploi de moins de 20 ans,
ouvriers d'usine, inactivite feminine; et par ail-
leurs nous avons calcule un indice caracteri-
sant les quartiers aises, comme le taux
d'education, I'activite feminine, les cadres
superieurs, la population ag6e. La difference
entre ces deux indices met en evidence les
arrondissements oU 'emportent les facteurs
negatifs (la pauvrete) ou positifs ('aisance).
Ainsi nous avons obtenu six categories d'
arrondissements qui d6finissent la typologie
socio-culturelle de Teheran.
La premi6re categorie est celle des arrondis-
sements aises et homogenes qui englobent
les arrondissements 2,3 et 6. Les deux der-
nieres constituent depuis quelques annees le
nouveau centre de Teheran.
La seconde categorie est celle des arrondis-
sements aises mais h6terogenes. I s'agit
d'une part du premier arrondissement o la
population modeste des anciens villages
c6toient celle des quartiers de luxe, et d'autre
part du 76me arrondissement qui reunit deux
quartiers tres differents: a l'ouest un quartier
aise proche de la population du 6eme arron-
dissement, A l'est des familles plus modestes
proches de la population de la peripherie est
de Tehran.
La troisieme categorie est celle des arrondis-
sements relativement homogenes habites
par la classe moyenne et qui englobe les
arrondissements 5,8,10, 11 et 13.
La quatridme cat6gorie correspond aux
arrondissements 4, 9, 12 et 14 qui sont
habites 6galement par la classe moyenne,
mais d'un niveau de vie bien plus modeste
que la precedente. Ici il faut dire que le 4eme
arrondissement est le plus heterogene de

Teheran, a l'ouest duquel vit une population
tres aisee, au centre la classe moyenne et A
'est une population tres pauvre.
Enfin les deux dernidres categories (les
arrondissement 15 A 20) correspondent au
sud de la capitale, et se distinguent nettement
des autres espaces urbains par leur
caractere populaire et une pauvrete assez
generale. Ajoutons que les arrondissements
15, 16, 17 et 20 sont mieux integres A la ville,
tandis que les arrondissements 18 et 19 con-
stituent les quartiers les plus d6munis et les
plus marginaux de Teheran. 2

Depuis 1986 on constate certaines mutations
dans les differentes arrondissements de
Teheran et une acceleration du niveau
d'alphabetisation. Remarquons seulement
que si en 1980 la difference entre I'arrondis-
sement le plus alphabetise et le moins
alphabetise etait de 30.1% ( le sixibme arron-
dissement avec 89.7% et le 196me arrondis-
sement avec 58.6%), en 1991 elle diminue de
moitie et arrive A 15.1% ( le 66me avec
95.6% et le 19eme avec 80.5%).
La fermeture des abbattoirs en 1990 et leur
transformation en centre culturel en 1991
temoigne non seulement d'une mutation
socio-urbaine, mais surtout d'une mutation
socio-culturelle.
Le centre culturel Bahman situe A l'ouest du
166me arrondissement et sur les bords du
19eme arrondissement occupe l'emplace-
ment des anciens abattoirs de Teheran, con-
struits en 1958 par les Allemands et
completes en 1968 par les Russes. A l'epo-
que de leurs constructions, les abattoirs
btaient situes a la limite de la ville, mais avec
le developpement de Teheran ils ont 6te inte-
gres au tissu urbain et par IA ont pose de gra-
ves problemes de pollution pour les quartiers
avoisinants.
Aujourd'hui le sud de Teheran vit une exp6-
rience tout A fait nouvelle. En fait ce centre
est une des premibres tentatives qui visent A
briser le mur historique entre le nord et le sud.
I1 est le premier lieu qui possbde une attrac-
tion culturelle dans cette partie de Teheran, et
cree ainsi une nouvelle mobilite socio-cultu-
relle dans le sens nord-sud. On comprend
l'importance de cette nouvelle disposition lor-
squ'on se souvient que jusqu' alors tous les
6tablissements culturels et artistiques de
Teheran etaient situes au nord et au centre
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de la ville et que le sud btait completement
depourvu de tout programme de ce genre.
Par consequent ce centre joue un double r6le
dans la ville. D'abord en tant que centre pluri-
disciplinaire important avec des cours de
musique, de peinture, de theatre, de sculp-
ture, de photographie... mais aussi d'informa-
tique, de sport, d'instruction religieuse, il rend
service a la population de la partie la plus
demunie de la capitale; ensuite en tant que
lieu important de spectacle (concerts,
cinema, exposition, theatre...) il cree des
d6placements multiples entre les differents
quartiers de Tbh6ran.
En effet avec l'arrivbe de M. Karbastchi, A la
mairie de T6heran, plusieurs centres cultu-
rels, parcs et terrains de sport ont et6 con-
struits dans la ville et notamment dans le sud.
Mais si ce centre prend plus d'importance
que les autres, c'est parce que non seule-
ment il apparait comme un evsnement socio-
urbain dans le sud de Teheran, d6muni
jusqu'alors de tout btablissement sportif et
culturel important, et plus precisbment dans
ce quartier qui 6tait connu depuis longtemps
comme le quartier le plus violent et le plus
dangereux de la ville; mais aussi grace a la
ressemblance avec l'experience frangaise de
la Villette, il a pu tout de suite acqubrir une
reputation particuliere et par la a btre tres vite
adopt6 par les artistes iraniens et etrangers
de qualite. Ainsi, quelques mois apres son
ouverture, un premier concert a ete donne
par le fameux musicien indien Besmellah
Khan en Janvier 1992. En avril 1993 par le
biais du centre culturel autrichien a T hran
un premier concert a et6 donne par des arti-
stes europeens, qui a btb suivi par plusieurs
autres organises par le meme centre et aussi
par la section culturelle de l'ambassade de
France A Tehran, dans la salle de Charlie
Chaplin du C.C.B. Parallelement, les meil-
leurs artistes iraniens en musique classique,
traditionnelle, et folklorique sont aussi passes
par ce centre.
Ainsi, pour la premiere fois, les habitants de
beaux quartiers de Teheran, les diplomates,
les intellectuels, les artistes,... sont venus
assister aux spectacles dans un lieu oui aupa-
ravant ils n'avaient jamais pense mettre les
pieds.
En 6tudiant les caracteristiques de la
clientele des six concerts donnes durant les
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mois de mars, avril et mais 1994, nous avons
pu tirer des resultats interessants. Sur ces six
concerts trois 6taient de musique classique,
dont un concert donn6 par un quatuor a corde
autrichien, un autre par un duo frangais, ton-
dis que un troisieme par un trio iranien, tandis
que les trois autres concerts 6taient de musi-
que folklorique iranienne dont la musique
Kurde, Guilaki et Az6ri.
La premiere constatation concerne le taux de
participation feminine et masculine, assez
proche dans les deux types de concerts avec
56% d'hommes et 44% de femmes. I se
revele ensuite que la musique classique attire
une population beaucoup plus jeune que la
musique folklorique (72% de jeunes de moins
de 30 ans contre 45% pour la musique folklo-
rique); beaucoup plus instruite ( 45% ayant
termine leurs etudes sup6rieurs et 22% tant
etudiants, contre 35% et 12.6% pour les
mbmes categories pour la musique folklori-
que) et generalement plus aisee: ainsi pour
les concerts de musique classique, 51.5% de
la population provient des quartiers aises du
nord et du centre nord de Teh6ran, c'est, ai,
dire le 1 er, le 3eme, le 6eme et le 7eme arron-
dissement; tandis que 19.5% provient des
quartiers de l'ouest de Teheran en partie bien
aises ( les arrondissements 2 et 5); 8.5% pro-
vien des arrondissements de l'est (le 4eme, le
8eme, le 13eme et le 14eme) et le reste de la
partie du centre sud ( les arrondissements 9 a
12), du sud (les arrondissements 15 a 20) et
de la banlieue. 44% de cette population est
allee au moins pour la quatrieme fois aux con-
certs organises au C.C.B., c'est a dire qu'ils
constituent la clientble habituelle des concerts
de ce centre. Alors que la clientele de la musi-
que folklorique provient surtout des quartiers
du sud (30%) et de l'ouest (18%), mais aussi
des quartiers du nord de la ville avec 27% de
la population. Par rapport a la population
precedente elle assiste moins frbquemment
aux concerts (47% sont venus pour la pre-
miere fois et 26% pour la quatrieme fois et
plus a ce centre).
Cette premiere etude sur les tendances musi-
cales de la population de Tbheran nous mon-
tre avant tout l'interbt des jeunes teheranais
pour des activites et des rassemblements cul-
turels. Surtout il faut remarquer que, faute de
choix entre differents types d'activites et de
concerts, ils sont plutbt attir6s par des con-
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filles dans les deux cas est plus eleve que les
gargons, mais leur distribution a travers la
ville reste identique a celle des adultes (plus
diversifibe pour la musique et plus locale pour
la peinture). I faut peut btre chercher la diffe-
rence de cette geographie sociale dans le fait
que le sud reste plus sevbre culturellement a
l'egard de la musique; en autre se procurer
un instrument pese economiquement plus sur
les familles du sud de T6heran et enfin, trou-
ver des cours publics et bon march6 avec de
bons professeurs est plus difficile par rapport
a des cours de peinture qu'on donne dans la
plupart des ecoles.
Cet apergu de la nouvelle geographie socio-
culturelle de Tbh6ran montre:

- l'apparition d'un nouveau developpe-
ment socio-culturel dans differents quartiers
de Teheran, notamment dans le sud de la
capitale.

- la propagation rapide d'une certaine cul-
ture pourrait-on dire proche de la culture uni-
verselle adoptee desormais par la classe
moyenne teheranaise et par les jeunes, mal-
gre les restrictions culturelles et religieuses.

Toutefois la qualite de cette culture change, et
prend des caracteristiques locales propres a
chaque classe sociale.

- Finalement pour la premiere fois on
peut parler d'une tendance nette vers l'effon-
drement progressif du grand mur socio-cultu-
rel du nord et du sud, et vers la diminution
de la distance culturelle des habitants de
Tehran, malgre l'augmentation importante
de la distance socio-economique et I'exi-
stence d'une 6conomie maladive et d'une
inflation croissante.

Masserat Amir - Ebrahimi

1 Le second plan de Teheran datant de 1890,
l'oeuvre de Abd ol-Qaffar, in Encyclop6die
Masahab pp. 700-1.
' Masserat Amir Ebrahimi, extrait de I'article
"L'image socio-geographique de Teheran en 1986"
paru in C. Adle et B. Hourcade, eds. T6h6ran
capitale bicentenaire, IFRI, (Paris Teheran : IFRI,
1992).
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Contemporary Iranian Architecture
in Search for a New Identity

Iran is a contradictory country. Notwithstan-
ding its different geographical situations and
its various ethnical and religious components
the first impression is of a strong cultural
identity, which is firmly anchored in the orien-
tal tradition. The bursting metropolitan growth
of its capital, vast parts of which are the result
of uncontrolled spontaneous building activi-
ties; the presence of religious expressions
and symbols in daily life; and the features of
the historical cities and architecture in the
hotarid zones of central Iran, confirm this
image.
But after a closer look at the Iranian reality
the first impressions gradually crumble. One
discovers that the majority of the upper class
and intellectuals have been educated in
European or North American universities.
Although an oriental metropolis, Tehran is
nevertheless the product of town planning
policies developed for European cities. It con-
sumes Western and Japanese products and
its secret dream is to compete with North
American cities.
The history of the country and of its architectu-
ral and urban identity shows a composite cul-
tural reality, defined as Persian, but resulting
from exchanges with other civilizations such
as the Arabs, Mongols, Turks, Central Asians
and Chinese. This identity, was formed to a
certain extent also through relations with the
Western world. During the Safavid period,
from the end of the sixteenth to the beginning
of the eighteenth century, Isfahan was the
destination of Western travelers and missions.
In this period Western interest in Persia was
not limited to the commerce of goods that fol-
lowed the caravan roads; it was also political,
since the Safavids, were considered potential
allies in wars against the Ottoman Empire. The
finely illustrated accounts of Western tra-
velers, among the best-sellers of the time,
generated a curiosity and reciprocal know-
ledge that can be perceived in some architec-
tural works .
Certainly the great plan of Shah Abbas for
Isfahan looks Oriental and definitely Persian:
but are its features so distant from the
projects of the late Renaissance and
Baroque? Is the plan of Sixtus V for Rome or
the Pont Neuf axis in Paris conceptually so
different from the Chaharbagh- Khawju bridge
system? Is the Meydan-e Shah based on a
model so different from those of the Places

Royales in Paris, or Plaza Mayor in Madrid?
Contacts with the West were intensified under
Qajar rule, although the underlying reasons
for them had changed profoundly. The colo-
nial interests of Western countries, especially
Britain and Russia found a fertile soil in the
weak organization of the Persian state in
finance, administration, the military, educa-
tion, technologial innovation, transportation,
roads and railways that were needed to run a
modern state.
The city most affected in its form and image in
this period wasTehran. Capital only since
1798, Tehran's historical center did not have
the dimension and quality of other Iranian
cities as Tabriz, Qazvin, Isfahan, Kashan, and
Kerman. During its period of rapid growth
between the end of the nineteenth century
and the beginning of the twentieth, the image
of Tehran was changed by increasing
Western influence. Lord George Curzon
wrote in 1892, "In a word, we are in a city
which was born and nurtured in the East, but
is beginning to clothe itself at a West End tai-
lor's", an observation that reflected the new
customs and institutions that were gradually
corroding its Oriental character. The architec-
tural image of the new types emerging from
contemporary representation was defined by
recurring to the traditional language, revea-
ling the ambiguity of a city hovering between
East and West.

The Formation of an
Architectural Language

Iranian Modern

The fall of the Qajar dynasty and the rise to
power, in 1921, of Reza Khan, who founded
the Pahlavi dynasty in 1925, marked a radical
turning point in Iran.' The inconsistency of the
late Qajar rulers, was replaced by a rapid
acceleration towards modernization and
secularization similar in many respects to
what was being realized by Ataturk in Turkey.
The formation of a centralized state led to the
rapid transformation of Tehran into a new and
modern capital.
Modernization was carried out using two dif-
ferent approaches. The shah's quest for both
modernization and grandeur was expressed
in buildings and great institutions, reflecting
the forms of Achaemenid and Sasanid archi-
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tecture that were brought to light by the
European archeologists, Ernst Herzfeld,
Erich Schmidt, Arthur Upham Pope, Andre
Godard, and Maxime Siroux. The latter two
used these forms in the design for the buil-
dings of Iran Bastan Museum and the Melli
Library (1936). This trend had already been
started by Nikolai Marcoff, fellow officer in the
Cossack Brigade with Reza Khan, working
together with Mohsen Forughi and
Keyghobad Zafar in the building for the Melli
Bank on Ferdawsi Avenue (1928).
The second approach was represented by a
group of architects who had been trained in
Paris, Bruxelles, Vienna, and London and
introduced into Iran a new language that
broke all links and continuity with the
past. The architectural works in Iran of Vartan
Havanessian 2  (1896-1982), Paul Abkar
(1908-1970), Gabriel Guevrekian3 (1900-
1970) and Keyghobad Zafar (born in 1910),
although radically different from the previous
panorama, reveal a sort of mitigation of the
original features of contemporary modern
works which they had designed, in Europe.

The reasons for this mitigation were not only
the specific features of the urban context of
Tehran and the wishes of Persian clients, but
also the environment in which the architects
were educated and carried on their early pro-
fessio-nal work. Vartan had studied at Ecole
Speciale d'Architecture of Paris and worked
with Henry Sauvage. Abkar was formed in
the cultural atmosphere of Brussels, created
by Victor Horta and Joseph Hoffmann.
Gu vr6kian had graduated from Vienna with
Oskar Strand, a Joseph Hoffmann disciple,
and worked in Paris with Henry Sauvage and
especially Mallet Stevens. Zafar had attended
the Royal College of Art and the Architectural
Association in London. It is remarkable that
all these experiences are linked to the early
avant- gardes: Art Nouveau, the Secession
and, in the case of Mallet Stevens, a minor,
although brilliant and refined, current of the
French Modern Movement.
Among these architects, Mohsen Forughi,
who studied at the Ecole des Beaux Arts in
Paris deserves particular attention: his
design, although fundamentally modern, pays
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subtle homage to the Islamic past. Besides
his professional activities, he played an
important role as dean, succeeding Godard,
at the School of Architecture of the University
of Tehran, and in the foundation of the Iranian
Society of Architects I
The Persian learned milieu had a propensity
to master the Western architectural modern
language and inflect it with their own varia-
tions. Their experiments merged into a slow
and constant stream without any abrupt
breaks, losing their radical aspects, not unlike
what occurred in nations that were marginal
to the Central European nucleus of the
Modern Movement, such as Italy, Finland,
Spain, England and to a certain extent
France.
Houshang Seyhoun6 was the most prominent
representative of the first generation of archi-
tects formed at the Faculty of Fine Arts of
Tehran and then at the Ecole des Beaux Arts
in Paris (1948). The teacher of many contem-
porary architects in Iran, he taught at the
Faculty of Fine Arts and was dean from 1961
to 1967. His architectural work expresses a

flexible and open-minded approach. Seyhoun
shows an unconstrained capacity for blending
elements of the modern language of architec-
ture such as the plan libre with materials and
forms taken from the Persian architectural
tradition. His romantic rather than structural
approach to the past is witnessed by the
beautiful sketches7 representing spaces,
streets and glimpses of Persian villages and
towns. His didactic method used sketches
and surveys as a means of obtaining a close
relationship with the architecture of the past.
We can perceive in Seyhoun's work a preca-
rious equilibrium and an intuitive synthesis
that reaches its apex in the rarefied atmo-
sphere of the tombs and monuments dedica-
ted to Abu Ali Sina in Hamedan and Omar
Khayyam at Nishapur, revealing the delicate
Persian spirit. The same genre of mausolea
dedicated to great Persian poets and thinkers
(Ferdawsi at Tus and Hafez and Sacdi in
Shiraz) also provided the occasion to
several architects to reinterprete archetypes
in an abstract manner, achieving timeless
symbols and images of particular intensity.
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VARTAN HAVANESSIAN: CINEMA DIANA
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That this magical moment, expression of a
search for a neither purely modern nor tradi-
tional identity is destined to be brief can
already be seen in the works of Nader
Ardalan, Kamran Diba and Ali Amanat. They
are the most representative architects of the
sixties and seventees, whose works, well
known internationally, constitute a further step
in the relationship between project and tradi-
tion, a constant feature of the Iranian archi-
tectural debate. The intuitive approach
towards history, that draws on images
deriving from important monuments, is substi-
tuted by a more structural and rational analy-
sis of urban fabric. The primary values of
architecture rather than the forms are brought
into evidence, defining a more intellectual and
abstract idea of tradition. Such an approach,
interlaced with Sufi thought, emerges in the
book by Nader Ardalan, The Sense of Unity.8
The projects for the Iran Center for
Management Studies by Ardalan (1976),
Shushtar New Town(1 974-80) and the Tehran
Museum of Contemporary Art(1967-76) by
Kamran Diba, and the offices of Cultural
Heritage by Ali Amanat (1980) are along this
line. The urban fabric of a desert town, consi-
sting of a series of courtyards, or the use of
vaults, cupolas and lanterns recalling badgir-s
become the main device of composition. The
abstract interpretation of the primary ele-
ments of traditional, cities generated a free-
dom in the elaboration of the architectural
language and in the choice of references,
which went beyond the historical and geo-
graphical horizon of Persia. One can under-
stand the reason why the teachings and
works of Louis Kahn became a pregnant refe-
rence for the younger generation of Iranian
archi-tects, considering that Kahn interpreted
the architectural events as expressions of ori-
ginal and universal archetypes.

The Search for a New Representative
Image

The tumultuous manifestations of the Islamic
Revolution in 1978 and the war with Iraq
moves the debate onto new and unexplored
grounds. The demgraphic and physical explo-
sion of the city of Tehran posed arduous func-
tional problems to the new administration.
The implementation of great infrastructural

ojects, comprising a subway and sewage
system as well as the residential complexes,
become absolutely necessary for the functio-
ning of this immense metropolitan area. The
expressways, foreseen in the great plan of
Tehran, become the only solution for connec-
ting the different quarters of the immense
metropolitan area.
The network of expressways with their green
tentacles and outgrowths constituted the ine-
dited image of a capital projected towards the
future as well as a response to the need for
green areas in the overcrowded city. What is
surprising is the reconciliation of the large
scale of the network with the intimate use for
picnics of the areas planted with trees along
the expressways. This contrast is also
remarkable along the paths climbing the
mountains to the north of Tehran, where
crowds of people go to walk in a nature that is
no longer lonely and uncontaminated, but is
organized with entrance portals, tickets, and
buses, accompanied by revolutionary music
and messages. The expressways lined with
trees, like the one that runs from Tehran to
Qom, extend the traditional model of the
chaharbagh to the dimension of land art. In a
parallel way a myriad of small urban plots are
turned into a kaleidoscope of tiny gardens
with curious fountains and murals depicting
revolutionary themes.
Everything conveys an air of both popular and
celebrative. In this sense the mausoleum
dedicated to Emam Khomeyni the leader of
the revolution, with its iron structures topped
with onion-shaped cupolas covered with gla-
zed tiles, is the highest expression of this
post-modern atmosphere.
The need for a new representative image has
been manifested in the redesign of the major
meydan-s of old Tehran, such as the
Tupkhane and Tajrish. This trend started by
substituting the statues of the Shah with revo-
lutionary symbols and has by now evolved
into a more comprehensive design inspired
by the concept of "the city beautiful". The
search for a revolutionary identity in public
buildings is expressed aboveall in the faca-
des drawing upon the stereotyped elements
and decorative patterns of "Islamic" architec-
ture, reproduced in a rather approximate
manner, losing in proportion and elegance.
In this situation the competition for the
Academies of the Islamic Republic
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(Farhangestan) generated a debate about
architectural identity in Iran. The occasion
attracted particular interest because almost at
the same time another competition was being
held for the requalification of the Chaharbagh
of Isfahan, the great promenade lined with
gardens, ordered by Shah Abbas I in 1595, as
the axis for the new Safavid capital.
The reference to the Iranian tradition, in the
Farhangestan competition constitutes a poe-
tic and ideal choice of the designers, while in
the case of the Chaharbagh competition the
reference to the past could be exalted, under-
stated or even negated, but it was present
and real, being the site such a prestigious
historical one.
The complex of Farhangestan was to be com-
posed of three Academies of Science,
Medicine, and Persian Language and
Literature with their corresponding laborato-
ries, libraries, an auditorium, and gathering
and convention spaces. The usable surface
was approximately 6 hectares on a site of
almost 8 hectares. Such a substantial archi-
tectural complex suggests strong symbolic
and monumental implications. Moreover, its
location in the great void of Tehran, the une-
ven and desert hills of Abbas Abad, seems to
be conceived expressly to exalt a historical
Iranian theme: the role of architecture in the
creation of a pleasing environment for living in
a hostile and arid nature.
The competition ended by citing five winning
projects. The first by the Naqsh-e Jahan-Pars
Consulting, headed by Seyyed Hadi
Mirmiran, conveys a strong and essential
image, although composed of different parts.
An entrance space with a ramp of stairs
ascends to the great complex. A vast rectan-
gular artificial platform (85 m x 200 m) is laid
on the ground and pierced by a square
courtyard corresponding to the entrance.
Above the platform emerge the spherical
cupola of the auditorium, with its gentle curve,
and a great vertical structure, almost a wall.
The latter is composed of three mighty pila-
sters, containing the academies, which
sustain the top library and define two great
openings looking towards the rising sun.
The orientation of the structure is based on
those astronomical rules also applied in the
design of other complexes of the Persian
historical tradition, before and after Islam: the
Takht-e Soleyman, Takht-e Jamshid, and
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NADER ARDALAN: A, B, AND C) IRANIAN CENTER FOR MANAGEMENT STUDIES, TEHRAN; D) MUSICAL CENTRE,

TEHRAN; E) BOU ALI SINA UNIVERSITY, HAMEDAN
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KAMRAN DIBA: A, B AND C) MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART, TEHRAN; D AND E) SHUSHTAR NEW TOWN
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Meydan-e Naqsh-e Jahan in Isfahan. It is clo-
sely connected to the geographical environ-
ment, as it is oriented towards the Damavand
mountain, "the white giant".
Notwithstanding the functional diversity of the
required elements, the composition strongly
expresses oneness, the parts being insepara-
ble from the whole. The great platform is
placed firmly on the ground, taking advantage
of the topological potential.The gesture
shows the importance, value and respect
attributed to the ground in Persian architec-
ture. A gesture that also recalls the extraordi-
nary soffe, or takht, terrace, of the
Achaemenid apadana in Persepolis.
The chosen models are refined through a
process of abstraction to the point where they
assume a metaphysical aura and timeless
identity. The composition of the elements
does not draw on a precise historical period,
but refers to the collective memory of Persian
architectural tradition.
It is difficult to find a similar attitude in the con-
temporary Western architecture. Rather than
the refined mannerists or the obsessive

breakings of deconstructivist architects, one
recalls those who, careless of current
fashions, have designed buildings with
masterly simplicity and purity of forms. Take
Henry Pouillon, for example, who has also
worked in Iran, and the way the great rectan-
gular building of Climat de France in Algiers is
laid on the ground. The approach of Mirmiran
is new in the Persian panorama. His reflec-
tions on the architecture of the past go
through a metaphysical equilibrium between
past and present attaining a remarkable origi-
nality and intensity.
By manipulating primary forms architecture
becomes a symbolic narration. We may
detect a similar attitude in the project of
Dariush Mirfendereski for the Competition for
the Great Historical Museum of Khorasan,
situated in the park of Kuh Sangi at Mashhad.
Here too the reflection on the architecture of
the past leads to primary symbolic forms. The
memory of Kalat-e Naderi, a fascinating
palace-fortress, built by Nader Shah, at the
end of 18th century, north of Khorasan is
incarnated in a pyramidal structure. The vo-

HADI MIRMIRAN AND NAQSH-E JAHAN PARS CONSULTANTS, FARHANGESTAN COMPETITION FIRST PRIZE WINNER
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lumes, passing from the square to the trian-
gular and circular bases, rise as a mountain
allowing the visitor to ascend to the top ter-
race of the astronomical observatory to
admire an extraordinary view of the city.
To go back to the Farhangestan competition,
the project classified as the second winner
was by Tajeer Consulting, headed by Ali
Akbar Saremi. It shows a completely different
approach in its reflection on the possibilities
of evolution of a "modern" line of Iranian
architecture. The attitude of a metaphysical
and abstract concept of architecture is in
Saremi replaced with a sensitive and eclectic
vision that selects significant elements and
archetypes of the past and revives them in a
different context. The elements assume
abstract forms with "non obvious connotative
meanings" and are not necessarily coherent
or homogeneous. On the contrary, Saremi
looks for a certain diversity and variety,
saying that it introduces " wit into the work".
He believes that order, the chain that binds
the elements together, should not derive from
or reflect past experiences, but rather be

created anew in each project. In the case of
Farhangestan, the topology of the site is so
strong that it becomes the unifying order of
the project by means of a semi-circular retai-
ning wall that echoes the form of the hill, and
encloses, in a single gesture, the various buil-
dings of the complex.
The project is conceived as an urban
metaphor, a sort of citadel, a city within the
city, with the consequent multiplicity of ele-
ments and variety of forms. The design assu-
mes the phantasmagoric aspect of Tehran in
the last century, the extraordinary combina-
tion and "blend of East and West, of ancient
and new". A city where pre-modern German
and French architectures stand next to works
inspired by the Achaemenid or Sasanid tradi-
tions and manifestly modern buildings in
improbable juxtaposition to Qajar ones.
In this project as in others, the choice of forms
is at times not a happy one. Nevertheless,
what matters is that such a sizable and
representative project reflects the image of
a multiform and complex country, which
does not only rely on its past, but is ready

DARIUSH MIRFENDERESKI, COMPETITION FOR THE HISTORICAL MUSEUM OF KHORASAN, FIRST PRIZE WINNER
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to take up the challenge of an uncertain
future.
The project submitted by the Bavand
Consulting group, headed by Iradj Kalantari
and Sheykh Zeyn ud-Din, classified as the
fourth winner, gives expression to those who
refuse the alternative between radical moder-
nity and tradition. Kalantari reverts to models
and archetypes that are less monumental,
capable of suggesting "the achievements of
organized urban spaces through the combi-
nation of design elements". He is here con-
cerned with the relationship between urban
fabric and monument, a common issue in
dealing with historical cities. In this project,
the monument consists of a great meydan on
the top of the Abbas Abad hill, in the center of
which rises a high and elaborate library,
oriented towards Damavand. The pedestrian
ways connect the four sides of the hill - orga-
nized in terraces containing the spaces of the
great cultural complex - to the central square.
The archetype of the courtyard occurs in all
five winner projects, although each shows a
different meaning and attitude towards
history. The courtyard assumes a more rele-
vant role in the composition of the projects by
Iwan-e Hasht Behesht Consulting, and by
Naqsh Consulting. In the former, classified as
the third winner, it is interpreted according to
a contemporary architectural language. While
in the latter, classified as the fifth winner, it
represents a post-modern Islamic version,
that revives the four-iwan madrasa type as
the historical framework for the formation
of the cultural and religious Persian elites.
The range of solutions examined for the
Farhangestan Competition discloses a fairly
complete picture of the current attitudes of
Iranian architects towards history and project.
The different views and attitudes can be exa-
mined in a more specific way in the urban
projects for the historical centers.

Architecture Confronting Heritage

One of the most important occasions for the
confrontation between history and architec-
ture was the competition for the revival of
Khiyaban-e Chaharbagh of Isfahan. The
great promenade built by Shah Abbas I con-
stitutes an extraordinary urban system
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KHIYABAN-E CHAHARBAGH DRAWN AFTER
THE DOCUMENTS OF ENGELBERT KAEMPFER

BY MAHVASH ALEMI
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together with the Meydan-e Naqsh-e Jahan
and the bridges over the river Zayande. Its
substantial size and magnificence were unpa-
ralleled among the urban projects of the late
sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.
The great promenade was composed of four
lines of plane trees (chen r), forming three
passages, of which the central one was deco-
rated with basins and water falls. It was defi-
ned along the sides by gardens, belonging to
the court. These were generally designed
with a pavilion (emirat) in the center and an
entrance pavilion, (cemjrat-e sardar) along
the continuous walls delimiting the prome-
nade. The entrance pavilions were composed
of a portal surmounted by loggias opening on
all sides (b&I& khjne) overlooking the
Khiyaban and the gardens.
This great urban axis was part of a more
extensive and articulated system to which it
was linked through particular architectural
structures: to the north through the
Jahannama gate that led to Meydan-e
Darwaze Dawlat and the old city; to the east
through the diagonal wall and passage, via
clausa, that led to the harem, the royal pala-
tial complex, and the meyd~n; to the south
through the Allah Verdi Khan bridge to the
Hezar Jarib royal garden and the Armenian
quarter of Jolfa.
Today this historic space has completely
changed.The promenade with the trees and
waterway has disappeared. In its place is a
thoroughfare with urban facades no longer
made up of garden walls and pavilions, but of
commercial spaces and office buildings. Not
only has the architectural framework of the
great promenade been altered, but its rela-
tions with the historical structures of the city,
as conceived by Shah Abbas, are no longer
readable and are obscured by the recent
urban transformations.
The competition therefore posed a complex
problem of physical and functional improve-
ments that would revive the Chaharbagh as
the new axis and cultural and representative
backbone of the city. It was also supposed to
establish clear relations with the historical
structures remaining in the area.
The fact that some of the winners of this com-
petition were also successful in the
Farhangestan competition facilitates our task
in comparing and defining their points of view
in the two different contexts. The winning
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project was submitted by the group headed
by Mirmiran, who started with an accurate
reconstruction of the historical situation and
tried to recompose the relations between the
various parts of Shah Abbas's project, making
them readable in the new urban context. In
the design of the most prominent architectu-
ral elements, that is, the new fronts of the
Chaharbagh, Mirmiran reverts to aesthetic
concepts and procedures typical of the archi-
tecture of the past. He nevertheless achieves
original formal solutions that reveal a great
concern for organizing spatial sequences,
geometrical relations, and transitional ele-
ments between different spaces. The out-
come is again a suspended and crystallized
atmosphere, with echoes of the distant, long-
vanished marvelous times. He creates a sort
of analogous city which through discrete and
rigorous traces gives meaning to tumultuous
and animated present-day Isfahan. Mirmiran
pursues the same approach in a renovation
project for the historical center of Shiraz,
another city that keeps the permanent featu-

res of the heritage of Persian civilization.
The second-ranked project by the group of
Kalantari and Sheykh Zeyn-ud Din uses a dif-
ferent approach. It revives the typical ele-
ments of the Chaharbagh, such as the
screens and the entrance pavilions, but sub-
stantially transforms the structure of the histo-
rical city. This is evident in the redefinition of
the dimensions and relations of the gardens
and the great promenade. The gardens were
originally autonomous spaces that faced
through precise architectural elements the
public scene of the Khiyaban-e Chaharbagh.
In this project they merge into eachother, to
form larger gardens and squares. The latter
incorporate the Khiyaban as the symmetrical
axis of the whole composition, changing radi-
cally the significance of the walls of the gar-
dens. While the original walls constituted an
element of separation between the garden
and the promenade, with the portal acting as
the element of transition, here the walls
become transparent screens allowing major
visual communication between the gardens
and the Khiyaban.

HADI MIRMIRAN, KHIYABAN-E CHAHARBAGH
COMPETITION, FIRST PRIZE WINNER
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HADI MIRMIRAN: A) RENOVATION PROJECT FOR THE HISTORICAL CENTER OF SHIRAZ;
B AND C) KHIYABAN-E CHAHARBAGH COMPETITION, FIRST PRIZE WINNER
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IRADJ KALANTARI AND SHEYKH ZEYN UD-DIN, KHIYABAN-E CHAHARBAGH COMPETITION, SECOND PRIZE WINNER

IRADJ KALANTARI, PROJECT FOR REGIONAL CENTER MUSEUM AND GARDEN IN RAFSANJAN
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A) ALI SAREMI, KHIYABAN-E CHAHARBAGH COMPETITION, THIRD PRIZE WINNER
B AND C) KAMRAN DIBA, NIYAVARAN FARHANG SARA AND GARDEN, TEHRAN
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AAND B) KAMRAN DIBA, PROJECT FOR BAGH-E DELGOSHA IN SHIRAZ;
C) DARIUSH MIRFENDERESKI, REVITALIZATION PROJECT FOR BAGH-E DELGOSHA IN SHIRAZ
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GABRIEL GUEVREKIAN: A AND B) JARDIN D'HYERES, VIEW AND PLAN;
C) JARDIN D'EAU ET DE LUMIERE, EXPOSITION DES ARTS DECORATIFS, 1925
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Searching for freedom of interpretation of

historical spaces in an urban context, the
designers do not hesitate to inflect the models
of the past in order to make them expressive
in the present city. The same approach is

revealed in another project by this group for a

garden with museum and cultural center in

Rafsanjan. The historical model of Bagh-e
Takht in Shiraz is transformed into a theatrical
terraced building reminiscent of the housing
projects by Henry Sauvage in Paris.
This attitude does not, however, go so far as
to introduce unedited or radically innovative
themes and strategies as does Ali Saremi in
the project for the Chaharbagh competition.
In his proposal, what remains of the Safavid
structure is nothing more than a background,
on which autonomous forms can be drawn.
As Saremi states, "There are no eternal para-
digms. Everything is changeable." Therefore
the dominant architectural theme of the rela-
tion between the Khiyaban-e Chaharbagh
and the gardens is no longer entrusted, as in
the past, to walls, buildings or screens, but is
transformed in his project into an excavated

passage parallel to the Khiyaban and accom-
panied by a lofty portico. This passage, is
sunk into the ground, the core of the project,
changing the topological relations with the
pre-existing elements that now rely on brid-
ges and ramps. The great pavilion in the cen-
ter and the two endings of the project, a
building towards Darwaze Dawlat and an
open theatre towards the Madar-e Shah com-
plex, subordinate the role of the Hasht
Behesht pavilion. The pattern of the garden
walks is intercepted by an audacious curvili-
near one. The project reveals Saremi's solu-
tion to the problem of relating to tradition, that
is " to extend the life of the past elements by
giving them new meanings, sometimes
merely by placing these elements into a new
context ".
The garden, defined by Nasrin Faghih as "the
primary place of the Muslim imaginary" is so
prominent a theme in the Persian symbolic
universe that it constitutes a paradigm accor-
ding to which an Iranian architect's continuity
with or trasgression of the architectural ru-
les of the past can be evaluated. Gabriel

REVITALIZATION OF THE HOUSES IN THE HISTORICAL CENTER OF YAZD AND REUSE AS A SCHOOL OF
ARC'HITFCTI iRF
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Guevrbkian, a representative of the
"modern", even proposed a version of the
garden affected by cubism, "the garden of
water and light" in the Exposition of
Decorative Arts in 1925, later recreated in the
triangular garden of the Medieval castle at
Hyeres. There the mystic order of the Persian
garden interpreted through the purist theories
of Fernand Lbger and the Orphic Cubism of
Robert Delaunay, is revealed in the geometry
of the layout, the colours of the flowers, and
the form of water. An abstract version of a
model, which in its poetic reduction to quin-
tessential elements, bears witness to the
capacity of a great tradition to survive, and
that, in order to be perpetuated, needs to be
studied and restored. The scholarly research
of Mahvash Alemi on Safavid gardens, using
the original documents of Engelbert
Kaempfer, the restoration of the Qajar Kolah
Farangi to the north of Tehran by
Abbas Gharib, and the project by Dariush
Mirfendereski for the Bagh-e Delgosha in
Shiraz are notable examples. This last gar-
den, today in ruins, is being revived as a cul-

tural center. The project by Mirfendereski,
correctly interpreting the model of the Persian
garden, in the new layout, reorganizes the
irregular spaces between the garden and the
enclosing walls to contain the necessary
rooms for the libraries, offices, and required
services.
The progressive deterioration of the historical
centers, given the precariousness and vulne-
rablity of the materials commonly employed,
demands urgent restoration. The compact
urban fabric of the Persian city concentrated
around the linear structure of bazaar and col-
lective institutions suffers from alterations or
functional conformations to present necessi-
ties of the inhabitants. Thus the demolition of
and cuts in the urban fabric carried out during
the 1940s to allow the passage of cars have
produced injuries that often have not yet been
mended.
This explains the search for strategies in
design that allow the adaptation of these deli-
cate structures to the current requirements
while preserving the precious image surviving
from the distant past.

YAZD, THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
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THE CITY WALLS OF YAZD
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The case of the historical center of Yazd, one
of the most important in Iran, is of particular
interest. Various experiments have been car-
ried out to revive its past image. In addition to
the restoration of parts of the still surviving
ancient walls, attempts have been made to
adapt the traditional fabric to use in modern
urban life. For example, in some marginal
areas of the historical center, the fabric has
been thinned out by demolishing buildings
already in an advanced state of ruin to allow
car access and parking spaces in the resi-
dential areas. The injuries have then been
mended in the new street elevations desi-
gned according to the traditional kuche, cha-
racterized by closed walls and animated by
the entrance portals of the houses. The public
spaces obtained by demolition have not been
as successful, since in form and dimension
these hybrid spaces are neither like a kuche
nor like the traditional crossings designed as
a tekiye.
Far more interesting is the attempt to reuse
some larger houses in the historical center of
Yazd that were abandoned by their owners to
avoid the high cost of maintenance and resto-
ration. One group of contiguous houses is
being reused as a school of architecture.
Such an operation cleverly takes advantage
of the characteristics of the Persian traditional
house, composed of rooms, the quality and
features of which in contrast to European
ones depends not so much on their use as on
their position in relation to the principal space,
the courtyard. The rooms are thus usable as
classrooms, laboraties, or design workshops
depending on their size, light and orientation.
The courtyards, connected through passa-
ges, function as an access system. This is an
inventive and appropriate use for architectu-
ral structures that would otherwise have been
abandoned and left to decay.

The Domestic Retreat as the Common
Image

The Persian traditional house reached such
an apex in its organization and form and
achieved such refined standard architectural
solutions that it could not be overlooked in the
present architectural panorama. The single
family house is still one of the most prominent
components of the urban structure, notwith-

standing the changes introduced in the 1930s
by the modernization policies of Reza Shah,
which led to a radical transformation of the
structure of the traditional city. To the old
organic pattern of the streets is juxtaposed a
regular grid that modifies the residential type.
The traditional house, that once faced the
interior courtyard is now oriented towards the
exterior open space, which is still referred to
as a courtyard (hayyat), although it is no lon-
ger the core of the composition. The different
elements that were once around the
courtyard - the rooms, the kitchen, bathroom
and storage - are now inside the house,
where a hall constitutes the connection as a
sort of indoor courtyard.
Residential space has been the object of
experimentation for generations of modern
architects in Iran, manifesting a vast array of
approaches from the elegant villas of the
1930s and 1940s by Gabriel Guevrekian and
Mohsen Forughi to the low-cost housing by
Ali Sadeq in the Chaharsad Dastgah project,
or the apartment buildings by Vartan
Havanessian recalling Art Nouveau, to the
1950s houses by Hushang Seyhoun embra-
cing the Plan Libre of Le Corbusier as well as
the brick vaults of the Iranian tradition.
In the more recent experiences of the 1970s
and 1980s greater attention is being given to
the private sphere of the neighborhood as an
extension of the house.10 The rapidly chan-
ging urban context had disclosed the lack of
community life that once existed in the tradi-
tional urban fabric. The interest in housing
designs incorporating semi-public spaces,
contemporary with similar experiences in the
Western cities, reveals the qualities of rela-
tions between the courtyard houses and the
mahalle in the traditional city. It is not a que-
stion of a nostalgic reference to tradition, but
a structural analysis of the urban fabric in the
historical city. An urban fabric that resulted
from different but converging strategies: from
the environmental solutions to a hot and arid
climate, to the adoption of local building tech-
nologies and materials, and to a congruent
architectural language.The Shushtar project
by Kamran Diba seems to be supported by
similar concerns, suggesting the architectural
qualities of the network of public spaces.
The project for the Houshmand complex by
Mahvash Alemi and Ludovico Micara, (1978-
80) proposes a courtyard type, in a residential
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plot to the north of Tehran for 10 apartments.
In the same years Shahab Katouzian placed
the entrances to his apartments along a cul-
de-sac (bonbast), in the complex at
Farmaniyye. Although the architectural lan-
guages adopted are notably different, the
residential types in both projects derived from
an analysis of the historical urban morpho-
logy. The projects are conceived as a small
piece of the neighborhood, that although ori-
ginating in other contexts, is transplanted to
Tehran to constitute the embryonic form of a
different urban development. This attitude
derives from the formation of these architects
in Italy, where the school of Venice and the
theories of Aldo Rossi and Carlo Aymonino
regarding the relationship between residential
typology and urban morphology were influen-
tial. The first winner in the Iranian National
Insurance Company competition, a project by
Abbas Gharib and Shahab Katouzian, is a
good example of this approach. The mixed
urban context, formed of low residential and
high rise office buildings, gives form in the
project to a low body, enclosing a piazza,

above which rises the curtain-walled office
tower.
This research of congruency between resi-
dential typology and urban morphology is
destined to remain an elite experience, limi-
ted only to the architectural sphere, and does
not affect the urban form. This attitude may
be remarked in the condominiums designed
by Faramarz Sharifi at Kamraniyye and
Mahvash Alemi at Punak, where the
courtyard model is proposed with different
spatial interpretations in a small plot, while
the residential projects by Yusef Shariat
Zade, Faramarz Azadi, and Mehdi Alizade are
concerned with a typological research that
goes beyond the courtyard model leading, at
times, to brilliant and up-to-date architectural
solutions.
Another approach to picking up the formal
qualities of the courtyard model is to regard
the courtyard, devoid of its physical aspects,
as an abstract universal idea, an archetypal
element and a sort of mystic form of cognition
(macrefat) of Persian architecture. In this
sense, the courtyard does not necessarily
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appear physically in the project, but the archi-
tectural space is informed by its sense of inti-
macy and inwardness. The apartment
building by Faryar Javaherian at Farmaniyye,
with its plain street facade, does not reveal its
hidden resource: the natural light that pours in
from above and spreads into the interior
space of the house. One can perceive in it a
universal and mystic orientation of Persian
thought that leads to the achievement of the
fundamental values of architecture. Such a
common underlying thought can also be seen
in the designs of Iranian architects working in
culturally and geographically distant coun-
tries. These architects follow a universal
orientation from which derives a particular
inclination for primary forms and proportions,
that inspire the cubic form covered with a
pyramidal roof in the project of the house for
Mme. Picasso in Provence, by Nasrin Faghih
and the distilled geometries and symmetries
proposed by Farrokh Sabouri in the Office of
the Minister and Governor of Dhofar Province
in Salalah, Oman.
The emerging image of Iranian architecture is

one that can be distinguished notwithstanding
its contradictory aspects. The specific featu-
res of its identity, formed through a long histo-
rical process, are based on a nucleus of
spatial and architectural elements persisting
since the Achaemenid period. Elements such
as the iwan, talar, and chaharbagh are not
merely models that are repeated time after
time, without variation. They should rather be
regarded as types, according to the definition
of Quatremere de Quincy, that is, original
forms, perpetuated in time, and revived in
architectural works created in deeply different
political and social contexts. Besides these
persisting architectural and spatial elements,
a particular state of mind has allowed the
continuity of a tradition through the assimila-
tion of different cultural expressions. Iranian
civilization manifests a substantial continuity,
notwithstanding the sedimentation of different
cultures that flow into the main stream,
among them the Islamic one.
This state of mind prefers universality to par-
ticularity, continuity to change and aboveall
an aristocratical distance from events. The

MAHVASH ALEMI AND LUDOVICO MICARA, HOOSHMAND HOUSING COMPLEX, TEHRAN
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same distance is echoed in the solitary refuge
chosen by Sadeq Hedayat: "A dark closet
opens in my room. My room has also two win-
dows that look out into the world of rabble.
One of these opens onto the courtyard, the
other onto the street and represents therefore
a relation between me and the city of Rayy,
the city that with its widespread web of tor-
tuous streets, its low row of houses, its
schools and caravansarais was called 'the
bride of the world'. The city that is considered
the greatest in the world, breathes and lives
there outside my room. When I close my
eyes, in this little room of mine, the vague,
obscure shadows of the city (of which my spi-
rit is more or less always aware) all assume a
tangible form and rise in front of me with the
aspect of pavilions, mosques and gardens.""
Certainly today Iranian architects, instead of
keeping their distance from events, prefer a
disenchanted immersion in the kaleidoscopic
contemporary architectural panorama. The
reason for this choice is the need to feel part
of an international system, disposing of a
wider diffusion of ideas. But the risk of fol-

lowing the contemporary Western architectu-
ral trends is of leveling those particular featu-
res which identify a place, a specific feeling of
space, a way of designing, building and deco-
rating. The identity of Iranian culture is thus
diluted in following the latest trend, one that
often originated in other contexts.
Nevertheless it is necessary to take part in
the current architectural debate, cultivating an
alert memory that recalls the original features.
If the noise and chaos of the present moment
do not overcome us, it may still be possible to
feel, seated in the iwan of a millenary civiliza-
tion, the powerful breath of the world.

Ludovico Micara

SHAHAB KATOUZIAN: A, B AND C) HOUSING COMPLEX AT FARMANIYYE,
D) NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY COMPETITION (WITH ABBAS GHARIB)
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A, B, C, AND D) NASRIN FAQIH, HOUSE FOR M.ME PICASSO IN PROVENCE;
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Mina Marefat, Building to Power: Architecture of
Tehran 1921-1941, Ph.D diss., Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 1988.
2 Behruz Pakdaman, ysdname-ye VWrtsn Hjvsne-
ssisn, 1275-1361, (a publication of Association of
Iranian Consultants, 1983).
3 Gabriel Guevrekian was the first secretary of CIAM
and contributed with a building designed by him for
the Werkbund exhibition in Vienna in 1931.
1 The school was founded in 1938. In 1940 it mer-
ged into the School of Fine Arts in the new campus
of University of Tehran.
I The first members are listed in the first issue of the
review Architecte in 1946.
6 L'architecture de Houshang Seihoun, 1949-1977,
Exhibition Catalogue, (Museum of Contemporary
Art of Tehran, 1977).
1 Regard sur l'lran, ed. La Deesse (Paris, 1974).
8 Nader Aradalan and Laleh Bakhtiar, The Sense of
Unity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1973).

9 The above two projects are published in Abadi,
Quarterly Journal on Urban Planning and
Architecture 12, (1994).
10 An experience of Neighborhood Tehran/ Brooklyn,
Tehran Museum of Contemporary Art.
" Sadegh Hedayat, La civetta cieca (buf-e kur),
(Milano,1973) p. 55, (freely transtated by Ludovico
Micara).
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Comments on the Farhangestan
Competition

To report the cultural atmosphere in which the
nine members of the jury of the competition
for the Academies of the Islamic Republic stu-
died and reviewed the projects, one should
mention the discussions not only on their
functional, structural and aesthetical aspects,
but also on their definition of the Iranian cul-
tural identity and its architectural expression.
Some attempt to define cultural identity could
be observed in the inspiration by works of the
past, and use of traditional methods found in
almost all the projects. In fact, what distingui-
shed the projects from eachother was their
different ways of referring to history.
The winning project by Seyyed Hadi Mirmiran
is composed of three principal elements: a
vertical body, a central courtyard and a hori-
zontal volume. The vertical body consists of
three towers, with a diagonal outline in the
lower floors and connected by a horizontal
volume in the upper part. On a larger scale,
this structure relates the complex to its con-
text. Forming a gigantic gateway, it acts both
as an urban landmark that can be seen from
a distance and as an outlook for viewing the
panorama of the city. From the interior of the
complex the view of the mountains, through
the vertical cuts, strengthens the relation with
the context.
The central courtyard is the core of the com-
plex, at the intersection of the two axes that
constitute its main structure. On one axis are
located the vertical and horizontal bodies;
on the other the entrance stairs, the covered
spaces around the courtyard and the
mosque.
The first axis is a historical one, as the domed
space, the lobby, and the courtyard along it
revive the Sasanid model. The second axis
belongs to the neoclassic world and connects
the main meydan to the courtyard and then to
the open collective space.
In general the enclosing volumes and the use
of certain architectural elements of the past
keep the project hanging somewhere
between past and present.
The second-place project by Ali Akbar Saremi
is a city within the city, an effect obtained
through the use of a dynamic sequence of
passages and courts. The variety of volumes
and their composition, as well as, the use of
covered spaces, bridges and other urban ele-
ments all emulate a city. Here the main cha-
racteristic is the movement that takes place

either through the perpendicular axes or
through the circular ramp.
The ramp also geometrically defines part of

the complex. Along it, one can see the city
and the Alborz mountains, or catch different
glimpses of the complex itself. Stiylistically,
there are references to neo-modernism and
post-modernism. Noticeable is a new spatial
research mingled with concepts and princi-
ples of architecture of the past.
Third place went to Ivan-e Hasht Behesht
Consulting that uses the four- iwan courtyard
type as the basic design concept. The cylin-
drical space of the library is the center of gra-
vity for the whole, taking the place of the
domed space in the historical model. The
main entrance has a roof where a geometric
pattern of cuts, regulating the light, repeats
the exterior facade giving a unity to the whole.
In addition to the two main axes, a third con-
nects the different spaces to eachother and to
the surrounding area. This project also made
an attempt to use the model of the traditional
madrasa for new functions.
The fourth-placed project by Iraj Kalantari is a
complex of traditional architectural elements
composing new volumes and forms. The for-
mal structure is based on three axes; at their
intersection is a meydan and a library tower.
Here traditional elements play new roles. The
element surrounding the meydan, designed
as an enclosure, is placed in the interior of the
complex. The meydan, designed as the tradi-
tional multistoreyed courtyard contains a
tower replacing the open space. The cylindri-
cal buildings, similar to pigeon towers, con-
tain the vertical connections. The composition
of the volumes according to a'post modernist'
attitude seems to be the main inspiration of
the project.
The fifth-placed project by Naqsh Consulting
adopts a composition of traditional four-iwan
courtyards laid on a natural slope. The verti-
cal and horizontal connections, located on the
symmetrical axes are the main lines of the
spatial composition. In the design of the
project the unifying concept is the revival of
the atmosphere of the past spaces .
Considering that history and reference to
works of the past are reflected in all the
projects, it seems appropriate to consider the
roots of this choice.
Iranian architecture from the Samanid period,
considered the Iranian renaissance, to the
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end of the Safavids followed an evolution that
was transferred by oral tradition from one
architect to another and from one geographi-
cal area to another. Although this process
was at times interrupted by destruction from
internacine wars and foreign invasions, it was
never completely diverted. From the begin-
ning of the Samanid period to the Seljuqids,
archetypes belonging to ancient Iran and
deriving from the earlier civilizations of the
area were revived and combined with new
models. These archetypes consist in the spa-
tial composition of such elements as
courtyard, iwan, tiar, chahartaq along one or
more perpendicular axes. An example is the
four-iwan model revived in Khorasan under
the Samanids, and adopted first for residen-
tial buildings, then for religious schools
(madrasa), government schools (nezimiyye),
and mosques.
It was used for the first time in the recon-
struction of the jdmec mosque in Isfahan. This
building was in its earlier version conceived
according to the Kufic model, that is a hypo-
style space with no iwan. Today the mosque
is a combination of the two models. In the
jamec mosque in Zavare, for the first time, the
design was based from the beginning on the
four- iwan model.
Another example of the use of archetypes is
in Emarat-e Hasht Behesht in Isfahan, built
during the reign of Shah Soleyman the
Safavid. The core of the design is a cross
vaulted element, the chahartiq. The octago-
nal spaces in the angles, repeated on two
floors and connected by three bridges, act as
supports. The outer layer is composed of
three porticoes (tlair), and a fourth hall laid
along the symmetrical axes, as well as angu-
lar rooms. We can observe how the archety-
pical chahartaq, has turned into a complex
building. In all these buildings the architect
attempted, notwithstanding the adoption of a
model, to use his creativity to achieve a uni-
que work.
The process of evolution reached its apex in
the Safavid period and then began to decline.
In the Qajar period although certain intere-
sting buildings were designed - the entrance
to the Bagh-e Shahzade at Mahan or the
Qavam house at Tehran, where Iranian mo-
dels were mingled with Baroque methods -
none achieved the proportions, delicacy, and
beauty of the earlier works.

As post-Safavid architecture has not succee-
ded in retaining its former quality, the que-
stion arises whether it is not better to search
for new ways, instead of insisting on repea-
ting traditional models or continuing Western
architectural methods. To design works com-
parable to those of the past, it would be more
fruitful to involve a creative process that, in
addition to assimilating the national heritage,
would capture the suggestions of our ever-
changing world.

Shahab Katouzian
Member of the Jury
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- Akbar Saremi in Conversation with
Faryar Javaheriyan Mehrjui

Extracts of the conversation between two out-
standing architects, Faryar Javaherian and Ali
Saremi, focus on issues that are the core of
the debate involving the contemporary gene-
ration of Iranian architects: the role of the
historical tradition and contemporary archi-
tectural trends in the conception of a project.

M: "Historical continuity" is a phrase that often
recurs in your writing. In that connection, I
want to talk about the meaning of patrimony
in our culture. In Europe a lot of old buildings
are still being used. Europeans have a very
respectful attitude towards their inherited
patrimony. "Restoration" is a rather new acti-
vity in Iran, whereas in Europe if people have
a family house to inherit, they usually pre-
serve it from one generation to the next. In
Iran, as soon as the father dies, the property
is sold and the house is often torn down. I am
amazed to find that there is'nt a single little
short street inTehran that does'nt have some
kind of construction going on. It looks like a
bombed city because of these buildings con-
stantly being torn down and rebuilt over. How
can one insure historical continuity in such a
society?

S: The difference between Iran and Europe is
that Iranian architecture, especially domestic
architecture, has never been built for perma-
nence. As Abbas Gharib says, "our houses
are like flowers that are meant to wither". Our
public buildings, our mosques, are a different
case - then it is frequently earthquakes or
invasions that cause their destruction. But in
either case stability in space is not one of our
strong points.

M: Anyway, how do you envisage historical
continuity in our society?

S: We are part of a world community, so pre-
servation of the past is affecting us along with
everyone else. It is a relatively new trend in
Europe as well. The Modern Movement did
not allow this sort of thinking; it was only thirty
years or so ago that Europe set the trend we
now follow and are by now ever more con-
scious about preserving our past.

M: Like Rob Krier, you are an advocate of
reconstruction. You have spent a considera-

ble time studying the classical and traditional
architecture of Iran. Do you think we can
learn from our past paradigms?

S: We can learn from the values of past archi-
tecture, and learn how to see its beauty. But
we can't learn directly from it. Today's techni-
ques have solved a lot of the complex pro-
blems the past had to deal with. Perceiving
the quality of past forms and spaces can
enrich our vision, but it is not something to be
directly transformed into new architecture.

M: And yet this is what Nader Ardalan has
done in the Management Center, in Tehran,
which is based on the model of madrasa
Chaharbagh in Isfahan: the same space
organization, the same principles at work in a
modernized expression of past forms.

S: I think the problem-solving of past archi-
tecture is irrelevant to us. The paradigms are
all changeable. If we take the paradigms too
literally, they won't give us a thing. I used to
think that courtyard architecture is very speci-
fic to Iran and has a special meaning. Now I
don't want to be tied down to any past pattern.
Take poetry for instance: there is a lot of dif-
ference between our classical and our
modern poetry, but there is sometimes an
echo of the past in some modern poems, in
Akhavan's for instance, or Shamlou's, and
suddenly there is a connection to our classic
epic poems.

M: Poetry is made up of words and our voca-
bulary has not changed very much; it is the
syntax that has changed a lot. So what about
architecture?

S: There is no guarantee that if you use past
forms, you'll connect to the past. That's exatly
the problem with Post-Modernism: by overu-
sing classical elements, by repeating itself, it
lent itself to consumerism, and it's over now.
You can't use old architecture and create new
architecture. There must be an intuitive con-
nection to the values of the past. It doesn't
matter if you're a poet, a musician or an archi-
tect. First you must digest your heritage, and
then in a way forget it when creating
something new. If you consciously use the
past or imitate it, it has no value.
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M: I think you have a hermeneutic approach
to the past. Could you expound on the
essence of the book Enduring Values of
Iranian Architecture which you wrote with Taqi
Radmard and on which you worked for a
decade?

S: In this book we tried to delineate those
values that are constant in our architecture
throughout time and space.

M: By "values" do you also mean a set of
rules?

S: No, not rules or guiding principles. Rather
we witnessed certain facts. You see, we com-
pared two different architectures: the very
monumental, symmetrical architecture of
Isfahan, and the non-monumental, asymme-
trical architecture of Dezful. Although the sty-
les, the materials, the scales were very
different, we detected a lot of similarities. We
researched the nature of the geometry being
used and we found out that each geometry
had its own rules. For instance, if the square
was used, everywhere the square had a sim-
ple treatment along its sides and a complex
treatment at the corners. Exactly as Khan had
said, the joint is the beginning of ornament.
Actually the joint is the beginning of art.
There, the artist has to make a choice. So we
approached the geometry in a very abstract
way.

M: I assume that your theory of architecture
lies behind this method by which you analy-
zed our architectural precedents.

S: Yes. We analyzed all sorts of precedents
and it was rather simple to detect order in the
Isfahan monuments, but when we analyzed
the non-monumental structures of Dezful, we
found the same underlying order. In Dezful it
just happened that the elements were more
loosely joined, and so at first it seemed that
the geometry was lost. But there was a chain
that linked all the elements, and sometimes
the chain was created by the use of a certain
form, sometimes a material, sometimes a
color. You find this kind of loose order in
Kahn's works, in the Dominican Sisters'
Convent for instance, or in Stirling's work.
This is the sort of order I am trying to achieve
in my new projects.

M: I have the impression that you know your
"vocabulary" so well that you take the liberty
of being playful with it. You juggle with the
past.

S: "Playful" is not the right word, I would
rather say "lively" or better still "alive". I feel
the freedom to use certain elements of the
past that have an archetypal weight, things
which are part of our collective unconscious.
For instance certain colors like turquoise or
lapis-lazuli have special meanings in our cul-
ture. These elements are the spice to one's
work. But the chain that links all the elements
together, the order, must be created anew
every time.

M: I remember for instance that in the Yazd
project you set a dome in the middle of a pool,
with water sprinkling down its ceramics. You
actually reversed the paradigm of the dome
as heaven. Wasn't that playful?

S: No, I took the form and made it into
something else. We are used to looking up at
the cavity of a dome from below, so I wanted
to see its roundness from up above, set on
the ground and floating in water. There are no
eternal paradigms. Everything is changeable.

M: So when you studied our past you never
looked for "recipes" or "how to do it now"?

S: No, there is no recipe. What you can do is
to extend the "life" of past elements by kee-
ping their connotative meaning alive or by
giving them new meanings, sometimes just
by placing these elements into a new context.

M: You have a very liberated attitude towards
the contents conveyed by forms, and functio-
nalism does not seem to be a priority in your
concerns. Wouldn't you say that identity in
architecture was sacrificed to function?

S: Function is the ABC of architecture. If you
want to write you have to know the alphabet,
the grammar etc., but just knowing those
things does'nt make you a writer. We can't
live like cavemen, there are certain require-
ments that architecture must satisfy. But they
cover a bare minimum.
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M: In other words function can never be the
aim. But remember how Kahn used to talk
about what a building "wants to be". A library
wants to be a library, a theater wants to be a
theater, etc. Can function be the essence of
identity?

S: In Persian architecture the problem of
function was viewed in a more complex man-
ner. Spaces didn't have functional denomina-
tions. Spaces were named according to their
architectural composition; for instance we
never had "bedroom" or "living room", instead
we had a "four-vaulted room" or a "five-door
room" or a " column hall", etc.

M: In other words form was created out of
architectural identity and not out of functional
content.

S: Exactly, and the spaces which have iden-
tity always function as multi-purpose spaces.
The proof is that a lot of old residential buil-
dings in Isfahan now function quite well as
administrative buildings or schools. So func-
tion was never a priority.

M: What are your priorities when you begin
designing? Don't you think about function at
all?

S: I don't literally think about the use of a buil-
ding. If it's a library, I think about a place
where people gather and study together; if it's
an office building, I think about a place where
people gather and work together. So function
is not the beginning for me.

M: So what is the beginning?

S: It's not clear. Design is a happening that
makes certain elements match. Before
drawing anything, I try to see my design. The
human mind is so complex that you can't
define the steps of this seeing process. Most
of the time I see a total image, the inside spa-
ces and the outside forms. Sometimes I walk
through the spaces in my mind and then I try
to draw them. When it becomes lines on
paper, I think about its elements.

M: I would now like to talk about your work. I
see two broad categories in it, and these are
defined according to your special relationship

with history, so let me start by asking how you
became so involved with the past?

S: This I owe to Houshang Seyhoun who tau-
ght at the University of Tehran and was one of
my best teachers. He would take us on field
trips to visit old buildings and forbid us to take
photographs; instead he made us draw com-
plicated interior and exterior perspectives,
because he believed that through patience,
contemplation and the slow process of
drawing we would certainly take in all the
qualities of the spaces, their proportions, their
smallest details, their beauty.

M: Did he also encourage using this know-
ledge in your designs?

S: No, because we were then at the apogee
of Modernism. Academic architecture was
Modern architecture, and it would have been
counter-historic in those days to use historic
forms. And then Seyhoun had a romantic
view of the past, not an objective methodolo-
gical approach to it. It was when I went to the
States and through Kahn's teachings that I
connected to my own past. You see,
American Architecture is very ordered and
simple - European and Oriental architectures
are less so - and Kahn analyzed this order
unto sickness! As a Beaux-Arts trainee, I had
little notion of this sort of order. This I owe to
Kahn. Nader Ardalan who is well acquainted
with Kahn's works is also very conscious of
this order and you can see it in all his works.
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Documents
The Safavid Royal Gardens in Sari

The reports regarding repair works to be
undertaken on the buildings of the Customs
in Sari, during the reign of the Qajar Mozaffar
od-Din Shah (1896-1907), contain an inedi-
ted document consisting in the plan of the
dawlatkh ne of Sari. This plan', following a
preliminary report dated 9th of June 1904,
was sent by the Director of the Customs and
Post of Mazandaran, from Mashhad-e Sar, to
Monsieur Naus2, the Ministre of the Customs
and Post in Tehran. Monsieur Naus conse-
quently sent a letter to the Vazir-e Aczam
cEyn od-Dawle3 , describing the amount of
works and the budget needed.
According to these documents, the govern-
mental buildings were composed of two great
domaines situated on the Sabz-e Meydan at
Sari. The most important, called Bagh-e
Shah, an immense rectangular garden of
700x1 50 meters, was composed of four main
buildings. The entrance building, which allo-
cated the Telegraph Offices, was built only
twelve years since. It was recommended to
provide funds for improving the conditions of
the Telegraph Offices. The third building had
good foundations and walls and could be
repaired. The second and the fourth buildings
were in such state of decay that, rather than
being repaired, their demolition was propo-
sed, suggesting the use of their materials for
the repair of the other two.
The second domaine was the dawlatkhane or
governmental house of Sari. This domaine
corresponds to what is shown in the 1904
plan. It comprised the house of the governor
and three other buildings, considered absolu-
tely decayed and not worth repairs.
This plan is of great interest as it is the
only surveyed document of the complex of
dawlatkhane of Sari, in part established in
the Safavid period.
The nineteenth and twentieth century chroni-
cles and travel accounts4 mention these buil-
dings as built by Agha Mohammad Khan-e
Qajar (1795-97) on the site of Safavid gar-
dens.
Wilber5 in his study on Persian gardens wri-
tes: "In Sari, there were the remains of three
gardens, two of them associated with Shah
Abbas. To the north of the town was his
Bagh-i Shah, which today displays, on the
edge of a pool, a garden pavilion repaired at
some later date with a roof of red tiles. Two
gardens were situated along the Maydan of

the town. One, on the site of a garden of
Shah Abbas, that was constructed as the
palace of the local governor in the reign of
Aqa Muhammad Qajar, who himself enjoyed
staying there. European travelers of the nine-
teenth century speak of state apartments
decorated with paintings showing the victo-
ries fo Shas Ismail (1500-24) and Nadir Shah
(1736-47), and as the century drew toward its
close these accounts reflect the neglect and
gradual decay of the structure. It is intere-
sting that several travelers spoke of the
proximity of plane trees and date palms in
this garden. The other garden, facing that of
Aqa Muhammad Qajar across the Maydan,
was established by a local governor,
Muhammad Quli Mirza".
Mazandaran gained a particular importance
during the reign of the Safavid Shah Abbas,
who had a marked predilection 6 for hunting
and wintering (qeshl&q) in this region, where
he had created various gardens.
Eskandar Monshi7 , among the works of Shah
Abbas in Mazandaran, mentions the famous
gardens at Ashraf, ranked as capital, dir /
saltane, and Farahabad8 , dar o/ sorur, a plea-
sant resort to the north of Sari. He refers also
to the fine buildings and gardens in Sari
'cemirit va bighat -e marghub dar sari",
besides those created in Amol, Barforush
Deh, Abbasabad and Astarabad. Where were
the royal gardens established by the Safavid
king in Sari?
Rabino who travelled in Mzandaran in the
years 1908 and 1909 relates that, "The
governor's palace at Sari was built by Aqa
Muhammad Khan Qajar on the site of a for-
mer palace by Shah Abbas. It was partially
destroyed by fire and rebuilt by the Mulk Ara.
On the other side of the maydan facing the
Governor's palace is the Bagh-i Shah, for-
merly known as the garden of Mulk Ara. To
the north of Sari is the old Bagh-i Shah laid
out by Shah Abbas".
There were therefore two gardens denomina-
ted Bagh-e Shah: one was the old one esta-
blished by Shah Abbas to the north of the
city, of which no trace is left and was, accor-
ding to Mahjuri, to the north of Khiyaban-e
Gorgan (Astarabad) 0 ; the other one was the
Bagh-e Shah to the south of Sabz-e Meyda.n,
as the arrow on the 1904 plan confirms,
otherwise Known as Bagh-e Molk Ara. (See
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1904 SURVEYED PLAN OF THE DAWLATKHANE AT SARI
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the sketched plan of Sari, on which I have
identified the location of these gardens)".
A series of pictures from the Album of Naser
od-Din Shah (1848-96), are identified by
Sotudeh12 as the Bagh-e Shah, established
by Shah Abbas. I have here identified the
logical sequence of these pictures, that per-
mits to define the layout of a garden compo-
sed of such elements.
Through the entrance building, labeled as
Cemarat-e sardar-e naseri (fig. 261) one can
see clearly the cemirat-e daw ruye (fig. 254)
to which led a narenj lined avenue.In front of
this building (fig. 255) is a great basin, darya-
che, on the eastern side of which is the cema-
rat-e andaruni with its tower (fig. 258 and
260)". Behind the cemarat-e daw ruye star-
ted the cypress avenue (fig. 253) that led to a
wooden pavilion, kolih farangi, after which
continued an avenue sided by narenj trees
(fig. 252).
If we take into consideration the following
description regarding the Bagh-e Shah
Abbas, we may accept Sotudeh's identifica-

tion. After his visit to this garden in 1292
HQ/1875 Naser od- Din Shah writes: "We
went to Bagh-e Shah Abbas from the famous
Khiyaban-e Farahabad. There is a strong
wall and a kolah farangi, similar to the one in
Bagh-e Molk Ara, built in the middle. The first
time I travelled here, around this garden,
established by the late Shah Abbas, there
were no walls and it was in ruins. Walls were
oredered to be built all around as well as a
palivion at the entrance, that is now finished.
There is an cemirat-e daw ruye since old
times"14 . The entrance pavilion, built by
Naser-od Din Shah, the kolah farangi, and
the cemarat-e daw ruye are among the ele-
ments in the above mentioned sequence of
pictures.
Nevertheless if we refer to the following
description also by Naser od- Din Shah
regarding the Bagh-e Molk Ara: "We stayed
in the wooden kolah farangi, that is in the
middle of the garden, built by the late Molk
Ar ( ...) In the morning I strolled to the cemj-

rat-e andaruni of this garden. It has a great
daryache and a good residential tower", and
we consider that this garden became famous
as Bagh-e Naseri after the repair works in the
year 1284 HQ/186715 , we can suppose that
the cemarat-e sardar-e naseri was the
entrance building of Bagh-e Molk Ara., and
the whole sequence of pictures, of which the
kolih farangi and the andaruni with its tower
and daryache are also mentioned, would the-
refore follow.
Mirza Ebrahim1 6 refers to similar buildings in
the BAgh-e Molk Ara, but mentions only the
state of decay of Bagh-e Shah Abbas.
What is certain is that the Bagh-e Molk ArA
was to the south of the Sabz-e Meydan, and
was composed of four buildings. The plot
marked as barracks in the plan of Sari mea-
sures exactly 700x150 m. confirming the
1904 documents. I have drawn a conjectural
layout for the BAgh-e Molk Ara, reflecting the
above mentioned sequence of pictures.
To the north of the Meydan, in the 1904 plan
is surveyed a garden that was the
divankhane described by Rabino, "To enter
the divankhane one passed under the magni-
ficent gate, famous as naq~rekhane in a
courtyard where two perpendicular basins
formed a T. The walls were covered with
paintings and muqarnas"17 .
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Holmes", who had stayed in the divankhane,
does not find the ornamentations described
by Fraser19 and refers, "the present structure
is in brick, and was erected by Ardeshir
Mirza20 on the plan of the former one, but
without the interior decorations". Repair
works in the cemarat-e divani were ordered
by Naser-od-Din Shah in 1296 HQ/1879.
Jules Laurens had drawn a view reproduced
by Hommaire de Hel12 1 that shows the archi-
tectural features of the building of the
divajnkh ne with its t iir in front of which is a
T-shaped basin. The view is probably drawn
from the top of the naq rekhane, (Sotudeh,
fig. 257) permitting a glimpse of the adjacent
courtyards as well as the conical roof of
Emamzade Yahya in the background.
A picture taken by Rabino shows the view of
the Meydan and the entrance to the
divankh ne. This view corresponds substan-
tially to the 1904 plan, except for the
hawzkhane in the northern corner of the
Meydan next to a tower. The little courtyard,
drawn to the north of the hawzkhjne in the

/

.4....

1904 plan, seems to be covered in the pic-
ture by Rabino.
The above docuements draw a more precise
image of the dawlatkhane and the Bagh-e
Shah of Sari. The royal complex, added to
the south of the old city, follows the typical
pattern of using a Meydan as an urban space
that mediates between the old city fabric and
the royal one. The presence of a Meydan, as
the forecourt of the dawlatkh ne, is observed
not only in those Safavid capitals and cities
such as Tabriz, Qazvin, Isfahan, Shiraz and
Kashan, but also in such smaller centres as
Ashraf, Farahabad, Astarabad and Sari. This
pattern continued to be adopted until the
Qajar period.

Mahvash Alemi
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1 This document is conserved in the Archive of
National Documents of Iran. Here I would like to
thank the Director of the Archive Mr. Lilias and the
responsible Mrs. Qazi for their precious collabora-
tion.
2 Edward G. Browne. The Persian Revolution
of 1905-1909, (Cambridge, 1910), in pp. 109-12,
136-8 and 235 describes the role of M. Naus as the
director of customs, following an agreement with
Belgian officials to raise money from the Persian
customs; his ascent to the Minister of Posts and
Telegraphs; High Treasurer, Head of the Passport
Department; and Member of the Supreme Council
of State and his tyrannical conduct and dismissal.
3 Edward G. Browne relates on the relations
between CAbd ol-Hamid cEyn od-Dawle and the
Belgian official. M. Naus. Minister of the interior
since September 1903, he was appointed on the
24th of January 1904 as Sadr-e Aczam or Prime
Minister and continued in this office for three years
until August 1906.
William Ouseley, Travels in Various Countries of

the East, More Particularly Persia, (London 1819);
Mascud Golzari, ed., safarname-ye Melgunof be
sawajhel-e daraya-ye khazar (1850-1860), (Tehran
1985); J. de Morgan, Mission Scientifique en
Perse, (Paris, 1894-1905); George N. Curzon,
Persia and the Persian Question, (Frank Cass,
1966).
1 Donald Newton Wilber, Persian Gardens and
Garden Pavilions, second edition (Dumbarton
Oaks Trustees for Harvard University, Washington
DC, 1979), p. 57.
6 Pietro della Valle, fol. 268 Ottob. Lat. 3382,
Vatican Library. Among the reasons for which the
king had undertaken the works in this region,
Pietro della Valle mentions the Shah's desire for
embellishing his country, his particular love for the
province of Mazandaran, birth place of his mother,
as well as for its favourable defensive situation.
7 Eskandar Monshi, tarikh-e calam ara-ye cabbasi,
ed. Iraj Afshar, (Tehran 1335), p. 1111.
8 For the restitution of the plans of these gardens
see: Mahvash Alemi, "I giradini reali di Ashraf e
Farahabad" in A. Petruccioli, // giardino Islamico,
(Milano, 1994) and Yves Porter, "Les jardin
d'Ashraf vus par Henry Viollet" in Res Orientales
VIII, (1996).
9 H. L. Rabino, Mazandaran and Astarabad
(London, 1928), p. 56.
10 Mahjuri, Tirikh-e Mazandarin, quoted in
Manuchehr Sotudeh, Az Astar& t& Astar~bid, vol.
IV, part 2 (Tehran, 1366): according to him this gar-
den was close to Meydan-e Mojassame; in its
middle passed the road to Farahabad.
1 This plan is based on the map of Sari by Sahab
Geographical Society, 1962.
12 Sotudeh, (1366).

" I believe Sotudeh has mistaken this picture (one
is reverted) for the building with a tower that was in
the northern corner of Sabz-e Meydan.
14 Sotudeh, (1366) Vol. IV, part. 1, p. 522. The
works on the Safavid buildings were carried out
according to Ectemad ol-Saltane in the year 1292
HO/1 875.
15 Ectemad ol-Saltane, al ma'aser va-I As r, p. 71
quoted in Sotudeh (1366).
16 Mirza Ebrahim, Safarname-ye Astarabad va
Gilan va... edited by Mascud Golzari (1976-1977),
p. 95: "To the south of the city Mohammad Qoli
Mirza Molk Ara, a son of Fath Ali Shah, had built a
garden containing buildings for andaruni and biruni
with a kolah farangi in its middle. These were in a
state of decay, similar to the Bagh-e Shah Abbas
that was in the city full of orange trees and cypres-
ses but without walls and would fall in complete
ruin if it was not repaired".
17 Rabino, Gilan, quoted in Sotudeh (1366).
1 William Richard Holmes, Sketches of the shores
of the Caspian (London, 1845), p. 211.
19 J.B. Fraser, Travels and adventures in Provinces
on the southern banks of Caspian Sea (1822).
20 He was preceded by Mohammad Qoli Mirza, a
son of Fath Ali Shah, governor of Mazandaran for
36 years.
21 Xavier Hommaire de Hell, Voyage en Turquie et
en Perse, pendant les ann6es 1846, 1847 et 1848,
(Paris 1859) vol. 4, p. 259; Atlas historique e scien-
tifique, pl. LXXVIII. Hommaire, who had stayed in a
tent in the Bagh-e Shah Abbas refers to the
divankhane as, "I'ancien palais de Schah Abbas",
adding "de gigantesque platanes s'elevent aux
quatre coins de la cour interieure...; on embrasse,
des galaries qui sont encore debout, le jardin
occupe par le Serdar, la plaine environnante, et les
verdoyantes collines qui fement l'horizon. (...) Le
jardin qui precede sa demeure est en ce moment,
livre a des cavaliers (...) install6s dans un kiosque
fort delabre situe au milieu du jardin. L'habitation
de Serdar, reunie au petit palais d'Abbas par une
allee d'orangers appartenait a un des fils de Feth
Ali Schah".
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In Memory of Paolo Cuneo

The untimely death of Paolo Cuneo (Rome,
11th of February 1963 - 31st of August 1995)
has left an immense void in the community of
scholars of Armenian and Islamic architec-
ture and city. The editorial board of
Environmental Design intends to dedicate
the next issue of the review to the memory of
their beloved friend and collaborator. In the
occasion of the Sixth International Seminar
on Urban Form, that will be held in Florence
from the 23rd to the 26th of July 1999, the
special award of the Islamic Environmental
Design Research Center will be assigned to
Paolo Cuneo, in memoria, as one of the most
original scholars in his field.
His scholarly activities reconcile two comple-
mentary approaches that have distinguished
Cuneo's work as basic reference: the seden-
tary study of texts, that bring up new ideas
and suggestions; the itinerant travels that
allow a closer contact with the reality, confir-
ming or modifying the initial intuitions and
insights. The exchange between these two
approaches is the core of his research work.
An annotation in a book or an image from an
engraving or the exploration in faraway pla-
ces could stimulate a direction in his
research. Both approaches contributed to
determine what he called "full immersion in
the places and the times" of a certain archi-
tectural work or urban context.
This would result in a more comprehensive
historical reconstruction, that reconciles the
literary and iconographic evidences with the
physical data.
A particular aspect of his personality was an
overbearing and voracious curiosity, as well
as a strongly inclusive attitude that would not
exclude a priori any data in his historical
research. Besides the traditional sources,
Cuneo would not hesitate to use the less fre-
quented materials, such as proceedings,
pamphlets, thesis works, and confidential
reports that enriched his already substantial
personal library.
The geographical areas, subject of his
research, ranged from the central places of
the Islamic world, where the theories of the
founders of Islamic archaeology were for-
med, to its peripherical and marginal areas,
where these theories could be verified and
modified. He was particularly interested in
those areas where the Islamic culture had
tangential, parallel, converging, or intersec-

ting relations with the Medieval, the
Renaissance and the Classical mediterra-
nean cultures.
It is important to remark that he had the capa-
city of acknowledging the aesthetic qualities
of the Islamic heritage not only in the monu-
ments, but also in vast territorial and urban
contexts. His immoderate desire of travelling,
of discovering the exotic and the distant, that
he often shared with his friends, is com-
prehended in the light of his variegated curio-
sity. A desire that is intelligible in the
quotation, at the beginning of his book on
Islamic cities, from the geographer al-
Istakhri, "during my travels, it never occurred
to me to have come to less than ten miles
from a large or small city without facing, with
great pleasure, the troubles of a detour in
order to enrich my experience".
Paolo Cuneo was graduated in architecture
in Rome in 1962, and since 1987 was full
professor of history of architecture at the
University of I'Aquila. He was Director of mis-
sions and research groups for the safeguard
and reuse of such Islamic settlements as the
quarters of Galata and Pera in Istanbul, the
town-oasis of Ghadames, the medina of
Tripoli and the towns in the Comore islands.
He had participated as consultant in impor-
tant research projects such as the archaeolo-
gical mission in Yemen, the restoration of the
Salah ad-Din citadel in Cairo and the UNE-
SCO project for a computerized catalogue of
the Islamic monuments. He had also been
the curator for the restoration and environ-
mental safeguard section of the Biennale of
Venezia Exhibition on Islamic Architecture.
Besides his books, Storia dell'Urbanistica. II
mondo Islamico, (Roma Bari 1986), and
Architettura Armena dal IV al XIX secolo,
(Roma 1998), Paolo Cuneo has published
numerous studies, essays and articles. The
variety of titles reveals his multiple interests.
Quite uncommonly for a historian, he was
also concerned with design. The editors of
this issue have great memories of his partici-
pation in the group constituted in the
occasion of the UNESCO international com-
petition for the design of the "Bibliotheca
Alexandrina" in Alexandria, Egypt. A theme
that was congenial to him for it regarded the
contaminations between different cultures,
that were present in Alessandria, a cosmopo-
litan city, representing a melting pot for the
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creative mediation between the Arab-African
and the Mediterranean-European cultures.
The interest of Paolo Cuneo for hybrids
between diverse architectural and urban heri-
tages is also found in the work of those scho-
lars that he had identified as the Italian
school of oriental studies of architecture. A
school to which he belonged and of which he
had tried to define the complex identity in
some of his studies.

Ludovico Micara
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Reviews

Two recent books, edited by Attilio
Petruccioli, deal with the theme of typologies
in different ways: one is more concerned with
theory of design, while the other analyzes the
XIXth century urban fabric. Both volumes are
part of a new series of publications of inter-
national symposia held at M.I.T. and sponso-
red by the Aga Khan Program. This series
aims at extending the field of interest from
the Islamic World to the Western built land-
scape, since the intellectual mobility today
makes it difficult to circumscribe cultural terri-
tories.
Typological Process and Design Theory, is
the publication of the proceedings of the
international symposium held at MIT, Cam-
bridge, on March 1995. Petruccioli's opening
article has the intriguing title "Exoteric-
Polytheistic-Fundamentalist Typology. Glea-
nings in the form of an introduction". Four
words that sum up the virulent debate,
testifying to the complexity in the field of typo-
logical studies. Born in the eighteenth cen-
tury French Enlightenment with Durand and
Boullee, the typological discipline has had a
radical rethinking in the 1950s, when three
schools in Europe, the Urban Morphology
Resarch Group of the University of
Birmingham inspired by Conzen, the Italian
School established by Saverio Muratori and
the School of Versailles in France, began to
elaborate theories for the understanding of
the built environment.
The articles of scholars who have contributed
to this interesting volume picture the state of
art of the present debate, in view of the
recent radical changes in the morphology
of cities. Peter J. Larkham in "Urban
Morphology and Typology in the United
Kingdom" verifies Conzen's ideas in subur-
ban areas. Karl S. Kropf extends the con-
cepts of the Italian School to "Typological
Zoning". Giancarlo Cataldi and Giuseppe
Strappa point out the specific operative atti-
tude of Muratori, raising the question of rela-
tionship between analysis and design.
Francesco Giovanetti's "Manuale del
Recupero" is a coherent application of the
idea of critical maintenance to the conserva-
tion of architectural heritage in Rome.
Maurice Cerasi is critical towards the simplifi-
cation introduced by the typo-morphological
school and believes in the multiple processes
of the marking of architecture, observed in

the transformations of the Ottoman house
and in other examples. The core of Serge
Santelli's paper is the permanence of the
concept of type verified in his studies on the
North African courtyard house.
The question whether the traditional metho-
dology has applications in the new problems
emerging in the contemporary world is raised
by Sylvain Malfroy in "Urban Tissue and the
Idea of the Urban Morphogenesis".
Anne Vernez Moudon focuses on the chan-
ging character of the American suburbs and
provides a panoramic synthesis of the
research carried on in United States.
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Rethinking XIXth Century City is the publica-
tion of the proceedings of the international
symposium held at MIT on April 1996. It
deals with the typology of XIXth century bour-
geois house and neighborhood, the latest
form of urban fabric before its negation by the
Modern Movement. Notwithstanding the
recent urban growth, the XIXth century fabric
is still an important component of the western
urban heritage. A fabric that is characterized
by the regularity of the network of streets,
uniformity of facades in urban blocks and
repetition of housing typologies. To under-
stand the economic and aesthetical logic of
this fabric is the first step to incorporate the
values of the XIXth century city in the present
one. The case studies presented by
Hidenobu Jinnai, Pierre Pinon, Roy
Strickland, K.S. Kropf, Jean Castex and
Giuseppe Strappa are keys to the understan-
ding of the city fabric in such complex reali-
ties as Tokyo during the Meji period, Istanbul,
New York, Westminster, the quarter of the
Opera in Paris and the Apulian towns in Italy.

The geographer J.W.R. Whitehand focuses,
through a morphogenetic approach, on two
important phenomena in English cities: the
working class house types and those parts of
the cities that urban morphologists refer to as
"fringe belts".
Rethinking today the XIXth century city
means also to consider the extraordinary
popularity of the urban model based on grids
and blocks. John Habraken suggests that the
successful projects of John Nash in London
and Haussman in Paris resulted from "the
marriage of innovation (financial and mana-
gerial) with tradition (typological)". Forms
built to shape the new city "were to a large
extent based upon a shared image".
In a similar way, Attilio Petruccioli sustains
that the reuse of such concepts as "polarity
and antipolarity", adopted to "dictate the
rythm and growth of the preindustrial city"
can be helpful in planning the new city and
periphery.
The XIXth century grid owes its persistence
in the present city to its potential reinterpreta-
tion in facing new functional, aesthetical and
economical needs. This issue is raised by
Julian Beinart in "Form and Application in the
XIXth Century City", by Sylvain Malfroy in
"The Modern Completion of the XIXth
Century Fabric Based on the Grid and
Blocks: Case Studies from Industrial Towns
in Switzerland" and by Brenda Scheer in
"Typology and Urban Design Guidelines:
Preserving the City Without Dictating
Design".

Mahvash Alemi
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News

The "Centro Studi del Territorio e del
Paesaggio Luigi Vagnetti" is a school dedica-
ted to the analysis of the historical develop-
ment of the territory in its forms and
organizing structures, as well as to the
methods of restoration applied in territorial
context. The school was founded by Attilio
Petruccioli, an urban historian and designer
particularly interested in the city and land-
scape in the Islamic world, Alessandro
Giannini specialized at the University of
Genoa in the landscape of Italian territories,
and Maddalena Vagnetti a landscape archi-
tect practicing in Rome.
The subject of the study is what is called "ter-
ritory" in Italy and "landscape" in the Anglo-
Saxon culture. The word landscape is not to
be understood in the pictorial sense, rather
as the display of territory, limiting the field of
interest to physical, material and spatially
dimensioned aspects.
The Centro is located in Anghiari, a hill set-
tlement in the Appenines overlooking the
upper Tiber Vally.

Participants live in the nearby village of
Barliano. The courses are open to university
students in design programs and Ph. D. can-
didates in architecture. The Faculty will also
consider students in other disciplines to
whom the work of the Centro has special
relevance. Classes are taught in English.
Students, the number of which is limited to
12, should be prepared to dedicate full time
to the activities of the program for the 12
days of the course. The cost of the course is
$1500 USA and includes tuition, accomoda-
tion, transportation for the daily fieldtrips,
evening meals, insurance and a blow out
wrap up party. To enroll and for further infor-
mation please write to Centro Studi del
Territorio e del Paesaggio "Luigi Vagnetti", 15
Via del Campo della Fiera, 52031 Anghiari
(Ar), Italy.
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AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE ISLAMIC ORGANIZATION FOR MEDICAL SCIEN
CES (IOMS) 

The IOMS aims to achieve the following: 
" To revive the doctrines of the Islamic Religion relating to the treatment of and pro-

tection against various physical and psychological ailments. The Organization also 
aims to revive Islamic heritage in the domain through a re-reading of researches 
and studies carried out by the pioneer Muslim physicians in the light of modern 
technological advances in an attempt to find scientifically-based applications of 
these studies for the service of mankind. · 

To encourage research workers in the field of Islamic medical sciences and concert 
medical and juristic viewpoints with a view to reach a common ground on contro
versial medical and legal issues in the application of recent medical findings and 
providing alternative drugs and methods of treatment to those prohibited in Islam. 

To co-operate with national and international organizations and societies adopting 
the same purpose of IOMS and help them propagate their vocation in the best pos
sible way, and to encourage the formation of new centers and societies with similar 
aims, doing whatever is necessary to get them join the IOMS. To establish health 
centers for the needy Muslims in the world. 

The Minister of Health has submitted and upon the approval of the Council of 
Ministers, we have ·decreed: 

For enlightening the young Muslim generation, to seek and link the educational pro
grammes, particularly in the field of Medicine, to the Islamic heritage and values 
upon which Islamic civilization, teachings and tolerant Jurisprudence (Sharia) have 
been based. 

To unify, publish and propagate scientific terms and Islamic moral concepts for the 
medical professions. 

To co-ordinate efforts exerted in the field of health services in the Islamic World. 
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